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BILLET

D’ÉTAT

TO THE MEMBERS OF THE STATES OF
THE ISLAND OF GUERNSEY

I have the honour to inform you that a Meeting of the
States of Deliberation will be held at THE ROYAL
COURT HOUSE, on WEDNESDAY, the 30th JULY, 2003,
at 9.30 a.m.
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STATES ADVISORY AND FINANCE COMMITTEE
REVIEW OF THE PAROLE REVIEW COMMITTEE (GUERNSEY) LAW, 1989 AND
THE PAROLE REVIEW COMMITTEE ORDINANCE, 1991 AS AMENDED

The President
States of Guernsey
Royal Court House
St. Peter Port
Guernsey
9th June 2003

Dear Sir
REVIEW OF THE PAROLE REVIEW COMMITTEE (GUERNSEY) LAW, 1989 AND
THE PAROLE REVIEW COMMITTEE ORDINANCE, 1991, AS AMENDED
The Parole Review Committee has written to the Advisory and Finance Committee and
that letter with annexed report is appended hereto.
The Advisory and Finance Committee is grateful to the Parole Review Committee for the
very detailed audit of its responsibilities in light of the requirements which are to be placed
upon it as a public authority under the Human Rights (Bailiwick of Guernsey) Law, 2000.
The Committee fully supports the recommendations for amendments to the Parole Review
Committee Ordinance 1991 and therefore recommends the States to agree that it be
amended:
(a)

to allow a copy of the parole dossier to be made available to the prisoner, prior to
the prisoner making his own submissions to the Parole Review Committee;

(b)

to permit the Parole Review Committee to give reasons for its decisions in all cases.

(c)

to allow for an automatic review of an application for parole after 12 months or 6
months prior to the earliest release date, whichever is the sooner, and to permit early
or special reviews in exceptional circumstances;

(d)

to foreshorten the period for ratification or otherwise of recall orders made by Her
Majesty’s Procureur from seven days to 96 hours;

(e)

to allow a prisoner when applying for parole to receive legal advice and assistance in
preparing his submission to the Parole Review Committee;
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(f)

to allow a prisoner who has had his parole licence revoked and is recalled to prison to
receive legal advice and assistance in preparing and presenting his appeal to the
Parole Review Committee;

(g)

to introduce a system for advertising for persons to serve on the Parole Review
Committee;

(h)

to set a retirement age of seventy years for the Chairman and members of the Parole
Review Committee, unless otherwise extended, and in any case they shall retire on
reaching their seventy fifth birthday;

(i)

to set a maximum term of office for members of 12 years, except where a person is
appointed as Chairman from amongst the ordinary members, in which case his
appointment should be limited to 16 years.

I should be grateful if you would lay this matter before the States with appropriate
propositions, including one directing the preparation of the necessary legislation.
Yours faithfully
L. C. MORGAN
President
Advisory and Finance Committee
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28th May 2003

Dear Sir

REVIEW OF THE PAROLE REVIEW COMMITTEE (GUERNSEY) LAW, 1989, AND
THE PAROLE REVIEW COMMITTEE ORDINANCE, 1991, AS AMENDED

The Parole Review Committee in consultation with Her Majesty’s Procureur, the Prison
Governor and the Chief Probation Officer has undertaken a full audit of the local parole
legislation and practice to ensure that both are, so far as is possible, compatible with
Guernsey’s obligations under the European Convention on Human Rights.
Further the Committee agreed, in addition to undertaking a Human Rights audit of the
legislation and practice, to broaden the remit to include a full review of how the parole
process is undertaken and to identify areas of good practice elsewhere which could
reasonably be incorporated in local parole practices.
The Parole Review Committee would be grateful if the complete report could be presented
to the States as, in addition to recommendations which relate to obligations under the
European Convention on Human Rights, it contains recommendations for areas of practice
which the Committee believes are important within the context of the Committee’s work
and Guernsey’s wider human rights obligations.
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The outcome of this review is detailed in the attached report.

Finally, I wish to record the Parole Review Committee’s appreciation for the advice and
assistance it has received from Her Majesty’s Procureur and other members of St. James
Chambers, the Prison Governor and his staff, the Chief Probation Officer and her staff and
the Secretary to the Parole Review Committee, in both undertaking this review and in the
preparation and consideration of all applications for parole.
Yours faithfully
Signed – D J Ozanne
D J Ozanne
Chairman
Parole Review Committee
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REVIEW OF
THE PAROLE REVIEW COMMITTEE (GUERNSEY) LAW, 1989,
AND
THE PAROLE REVIEW COMMITTEE ORDINANCE, 1991, AS
AMENDED
Introduction and Background
1.

On 26th November 1986, following consideration of a report dated 16th October
1986 from the then States Prison Board the States resolved, inter alia
“1. To accept the recommendations set out in that Report with regard to a
Parole Scheme for Guernsey.
2.

To request the States Prison Board to report back to the States in due
course with detailed recommendations as regards:
(a) the constitution of the Parole Review Committee, and
(b) the provisions to be contained in the Ordinance to be made under the
enabling Law designed to establish a Parole Scheme for Guernsey on
the lines set out in that Report.

2.

Subsequently the Parole Review Committee (Guernsey) Law, 1989 and the
Parole Review Committee Ordinance, 1991 were enacted and Mr. Stuart
Bampton was appointed by the States as the first Chairman of the Parole Review
Committee.

3.

The Parole Review Committee (“Committee”) was established in early 1991 and
it considered the first two applications for early release on licence on 18th June
1991. Since those first two applications the Committee has considered nearly
200 further cases.

4.

The work of the Committee has changed considerably over the 12 years since it
first convened and these changes reflect the changing nature of cases heard before
the Royal Court and, in particular, the Bailiwick’s stance in respect of persons
attempting to import commercial quantities of Class A and Class B drugs.

5.

The Committee comprises a Chairman and eight ordinary members. The
Chairman is appointed by the States and the current Chairman, Mr. David James
Ozanne, was first appointed in 1997 and was re-appointed on 28th February
2003. The Royal Court appoints ordinary members. Both the Chairman and
ordinary members are independent persons, that is not sitting members of the
States nor persons holding judicial office, and are chosen because of their
experience and standing in the community.
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6.

Each application for parole is considered by four ordinary members and the
Chairman. When required the Chairman has a casting vote.

7.

Any person sentenced to a term of imprisonment of fifteen months or more is
entitled to be considered for parole either from the one-third point in the sentence
or after having served ten months whichever is the greater period. In Guernsey
young offenders who are so sentenced are also eligible to apply for parole. This
is not the position in the United Kingdom. In July 2002 Her Majesty’s
Government published a White Paper “Justice For All” and amongst the
recommendations contained therein was one to extend the current provisions for
adult offenders to be released under a parole licence to all young offenders
sentenced for serious crimes and to require them to be so supervised until the end
of their sentences.

8.

Parole is a form of discretionary release which includes a period of supervision in
the community under licence conditions. Before recommending early release on
licence, the Committee takes into account, as a basis for best practice, the
directions issued by the Parole Board for England and Wales, that is whether:
(1)

The safety of the public will be placed unacceptably at risk. In assessing
such risk the Board shall take into account:
(a)

the nature and circumstances of the original offence;

(b)

whether the prisoner has shown by his attitude and behaviour in
custody that he is willing to address his offending behaviour by
understanding its causes and its consequences for the victims
concerned, and has made positive effort and progress in doing so;

(c)

in the case of a violent or sexual offender - whether the prisoner has
committed other offences of sex or violence, in which case the risk to
the public of release on licence may be unacceptable;

(d)

that a risk of violent or sexual offending is more serious than a risk of
other types of offending.

(2)

The longer period of supervision that parole would provide is likely to
reduce the risk of further offences being committed.

(3)

The prisoner is likely to comply with the conditions of his licence.

(4)

The prisoner has failed to meet the requirements of licensed supervision,
temporary release or bail on any previous occasion and, if so, whether this
makes the risk of releasing him on licence unacceptable.

(5)

The resettlement plan will help secure the offender’s rehabilitation.
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(6)

The supervising officer has prepared a programme of supervision and has
recommended specific licence conditions.

9.

The consideration of applications for early release on licence is not a resentencing
process. The Committee is bound to take account not only of the offence, and
the circumstances in which it was committed, but the circumstances and
behaviour of the individual prisoner before and during the sentence and his plans
for resettlement after release. When a prisoner is released on parole he is still in
effect serving his sentence, albeit at large in the community.

10.

In reaching any decision the Committee considers a person’s past, present and
future. It will look at the reasons underlying the offence that led to prison and any
previous offending. It will also look at what has happened in prison, how the
individual has behaved and spent their time, and whether it is possible to show
that the risk they presented when they came into prison has reduced. The
Committee is assisted in this by reports prepared by professionals who have
assessed the individual, including prison staff, probation officers and sometimes
psychiatrist. All their recommendations are weighed in the balance, but the
Committee is not bound by any of them.

11.

The Committee looks at the person as a whole, how he may have changed, and
how he is likely to cope on release. No one factor is decisive. Remorse, for
instance, is often part of the process of change where it involves understanding
the offending and a desire not to continue. But remorse is certainly not essential
for parole. The Committee has granted parole to those who maintain their
innocence completely. This is because the one essential thing the Committee is
looking at is risk – and whether there is a risk of any offending during the time in
which the individual would otherwise be in prison. Even so, the Committee will
also consider the benefit of a longer period of supervision where this would
reduce risk further. Underlying all the Committee’s deliberations is the question
of the safety of the public.

12.

The prisoner is required to comply with the conditions contained in his parole
licence. These include:
(a)

placing himself under the supervision of a nominated probation officer, this
includes keeping appointments with the probation officer and receiving
home visits;

(b)

being of good behaviour and leading an industrious life;

(c)

placing restrictions on travel, that is a locally supervised prisoner cannot
travel outside the Bailiwick without prior permission from the supervising
probation officer;
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(d)

residing where approved by his probation officer and notifying him in
advance of any change of address;

(e)

undertaking only such employment as his probation officer approves and
notifying him at once if he loses his job and notifying him in advance of any
proposed change of employment or occupation.

13.

Additional conditions can be added, for example if the misuse of alcohol and/or
drugs were a significant contributing factor in the original offence a condition
requiring the prisoner to work with an appropriate agency to address such misuse
can also be attached. Further, where there are identifiable victims conditions can
be attached which relate to non-contact with the victims.

14.

If a prisoner fails to comply with any of these conditions the Committee can
revoke his licence. When a licence is revoked the prisoner will be returned to
prison for the remaining part of the original sentence.

15.

A probation officer closely supervises prisoners released under licence.
Typically the prisoner will be required to keep weekly appointments with his
supervising probation officer following his release. The probation officer will also
visit the prisoner at home and his place of work and may require the prisoner to
participate in courses which address offending behaviour. Where drug or alcohol
abuse has been identified as a contributing factor to the prisoner’s offending he
may be required to work with an appropriate agency, such as the Guernsey
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Council or Drug Concern. More recently, following the
creation of the post of Criminal Justice Drug Worker, prisoners released under
licence with a history of drug abuse will be required to undertake a programme of
work which may include one-to-one work, group work and random drug testing.

16.

If a prisoner fails to comply with any of the conditions of his licence he will be
subject to some form of sanction depending on the circumstances and seriousness
of the breach. If the breach is minor the supervising probation officer will report
the matter to the Chief Probation Officer who will issue either a verbal or written
warning. The Committee will be informed of this action.

17.

If the breach is considered more serious or is subsequent to action by the Chief
Probation Officer a report will be submitted to the Committee. On receipt of
such reports the Committee will consider the case and determine whether a formal
warning letter is issued or that the licence should be revoked and the prisoner
recalled to prison.

18.

Additionally, if a prisoner on licence is convicted of further imprisonable offences
whilst on parole the Magistrate may revoke the licence and order his return to
prison. In such cases the Magistrate will advise the Committee of the matter
regardless of whether he decides to revoke the parole licence himself.
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19.

Finally, if it appears at any time to Her Majesty’s Procureur that it is expedient
in the public interest to recall a prisoner released on licence to prison and it is
impractical to consult with the Committee at that time he may revoke the licence
and recall the prisoner to prison. In such cases Her Majesty’s Procureur must
advise the Committee of his action as soon as possible and the Committee must,
within seven days of the revocation, consider whether or not to confirm the order.
Her Majesty’s Procureur’s powers have only been exercised once.

20.

The table below details the number of parole licences issued since 1991, the
periods of supervision and the number of licences which have been revoked.
Year

Number
of
Applicant
s

Number
Release
d on
Licence

Number of
Prisoners
Supervised
Locally

1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
20031
TOTAL

13
12
10
8
9
15
8
9
18
16
17
21
13
197

4
5
5
4
4
7
5
4
12
12
14
17
5
98

4
5
5
4
4
7
5
1
3
4
12
9
1
64

Period of
Supervision

1 to 4 months
2 to 12 months
1 to 6 months
2 to 6 months
1 to 3 months
1 to 9 months
5 to 10 months
6 to 12 months
1 to 15 months
6 to 21 months
6 to 24 months
2 to 30 months
2 to 30 months

Number
of
Licences
Revoked

0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
1
2
2
1
8

Reasons for Review of Current Legislation
21.

On 22 January 2001, the Human Rights (Bailiwick of Guernsey) Law, 2000 was
registered in the Royal Court. When the Law comes into force people will be able
to pursue their rights under the European Convention on Human Rights in the
Bailiwick's courts and tribunals, instead of having to go to the European Court in
Strasbourg.

22.

The Law will impact on States committees and departments, other public
authorities such as the Parishes and private and voluntary sector bodies that carry
out public functions. Under the provisions of the Law the Committee is a public
authority and so must prepare itself for implementation of the Law, so as to ensure
that its policies and procedures and any legislation for which it is responsible are
compatible with Convention rights.

1

st

th

The 2003 figures relate to the period 1 January to 30 April 2003
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23.

The Human Rights Law makes it unlawful for a public authority to act
incompatibly with the Convention rights and allows for a case to be brought in a
Bailiwick court or tribunal against the authority if it does so. However, a public
authority will not have acted unlawfully under the Law if as the result of a
provision of primary legislation it could not have acted differently. Further, it
requires all legislation to be interpreted and given effect as far as possible
compatibly with the Convention rights and requires Bailiwick courts and tribunals
to take account of Strasbourg case law.

24.

The proposals for change to the Parole Review Committee Ordinance and the
working practices of the Committee detailed below are the outcomes of a full
review of the current parole legislation and practice. The recommendations have
been reached in full consultation with the Law Officers, the Chief Probation Officer
and Prison Governor and the Committee itself.
Proposals for Change
25.

The following sections detail ten areas which have been specifically addressed as
part of the review. Each part outlines the current local legislation and practice, the
practice of the Parole Board for England and Wales and recommendations for
change.

A.

Access to Parole Dossier

26.

In preparation for every parole hearing a parole dossier is compiled. The dossier
contains copies of papers relating to the offence/s for which the prisoner was
sentenced, reports on his conduct whilst in custody, his fitness for release under
licence and any submissions the prisoner wishes to make in support of his
application. The parole dossier is the document upon which the members of the
Committee make their decision as to whether the prisoner should or should not be
released early under a parole licence. The prisoner does not have access to this
document, although he will have either received copies of various reports contained
therein or had sight of others.

27.

Occasionally Her Majesty’s Procureur submits confidential information to the
Committee to assist in its deliberations, to the effect that the early release on
licence of a prisoner would not be in the Bailiwick’s interests.

28.

A prisoner applying for parole in England and Wales receives a copy of the parole
dossier as submitted to the Parole Board for England and Wales. If a report is
withheld, the prisoner will be told that this has been done, although he will not be
told what the report contains. A report can be withheld in the following
circumstances:
(a)

in the interests of national security;

(b)

for the prevention of disorder or crime, including prison security;
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(c)

to protect the interests of a third party, usually the victim; and

(d)

medical or psychiatric grounds if it is thought likely that the mental or
physical health of the prisoner would be put at risk.

29.

Recommendation 1 - the Parole Review Committee Ordinance, 1991 be
amended to allow a copy of the dossier to be made available to the prisoner,
except as to any confidential report or information either as detailed in
paragraph 28 above, or as supplied by Her Majesty’s Procureur tending to
indicate that it would not be in the Bailiwick’s interests to release a prisoner
on licence.

B.

Interviewing of Parole Applicants

30.

The existing Ordinance does allow for the Committee to interview a prisoner.
However it does not permit the prisoner to request such an interview. Since the
commencement of the Parole Review Scheme no such interviews have taken place.
The prison authorities are aware of this provision and would contact the
Committee Secretary if there were an overriding reason (e.g. poor level of literacy
and the prisoner cannot identify anybody he is willing to have assist him) why a
prisoner was unable to make a written representation.

31.

Members of the Parole Board for England and Wales interview prisoners and the
interviews generally take place about three to four months before the parole
eligibility date. Further, a separate panel of Parole Board for England and Wales
members undertakes the interview, that is the interviewing members do not
consider the application for early release on licence. The interviewing panel
members submit a written report of the interview to the reviewing panel.

32.

The Parole Board for England and Wales is currently reviewing the practice of
interviewing following a major Home Office funded review of the parole process
which concluded:
“The findings of this research raise questions about the value of the Parole
Board Members’ interviews with prisoners and the reports they submit to the
Board. However well Parole Board Interview Members (PBIMs) carried out
their task, there was little scope for what they wrote or discovered to affect the
parole decision in the majority of cases. Indeed, in relation to only one in 12
cases did a Board member say that his or her mind had been changed as a
result of something in the PBIM’s report.”.

33.

The present system, whereby prisoners make written submissions to the
Committee, does not itself disadvantage any prisoner who has poor literacy skills
or for whom English is not his first language. The prison authorities provide
considerable assistance for such prisoners, including support from education staff
in preparing parole submissions and interpreters if required.
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34.

The core task of the Committee is to assess the risk which the prisoner presents to
the public at large. Such risk assessment is a skilled area and one in which the
Probation Service provides the greatest expertise. Parole Board for England and
Wales Interviewing Members undertake specialist training prior to undertaking any
such interviews with prisoners. The purpose of the training is both to enable the
interviewers to place the prisoner at ease and also to ensure that the interviewer
controls proceedings not the interviewee. The training also covers the reporting of
the interview in a balanced and unbiased manner.

35.

Since the Committee was established in 1991 the names of the ordinary members
have not been in the public domain so as to afford the members a degree of
protection given the smallness of the local community. Clearly, if members were to
interview prisoners they would no longer be able to remain anonymous. This must
clearly be balanced against the need to ensure that the prisoner is afforded every
reasonable opportunity to present his case to the Committee.

36.

The Committee has given careful consideration to whether it should interview all
prisoners applying for parole. The Committee does not believe that, at this time, it
should alter either the provisions within the Parole Review Committee Ordinance
or offer all prisoners an opportunity to be interviewed. In reaching this conclusion
the Committee has taken account of the position in the United Kingdom, as
outlined above, and as members do not have any experience in this area it would be
essential that they receive appropriate training prior to interviewing parole
applicants.

37.

Notwithstanding this, the Committee members were of the opinion that the
Committee should, once the members have received appropriate training, when
considering each application for early release, decide whether there are matters
which need to be clarified by interviewing the prisoner. In all such cases the
prisoner will be entitled to decline to be interviewed and the Committee will drawn
no inference. It is not envisaged that the interview should in any way replace the
written submission which the prisoners currently make.

38.

Further the Committee undertakes to review this whole area once the Members
have gained experience from such interviews and/or in light of any changes which
the Parole Board for England and Wales may make to its procedures.

39.

Recommendation 2 – the Parole Review Committee Ordinance, 1991 be not
amended as respect the interviewing of prisoners at this time.

C.

Notification of Reasons for Parole Decisions

40.

The current legislation does not allow the Committee to give the prisoner any
reasons in respect of decisions. This practice does not satisfy the Committee’s
obligations, as a public body, under the Human Rights (Bailiwick of Guernsey)
Law, 2000 and therefore must be amended.
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41.

The Parole Board for England and Wales does provide each prisoner, as part of the
notification of the parole decision, reasons for its decision. It is proposed that the
local legislation be amended to make a similar provision. It is envisaged that the
format for the decision would be modelled on those prepared by the Parole Board
for England and Wales.

42.

Recommendation 3 - the Parole Review Ordinance, 1991 be amended to
permit the Parole Review Committee to give reasons for its decisions in all
cases.

D.

Subsequent Reviews Following First Hearing

43.

The current legislation permits the Committee to reach one of four decisions when
considering a parole application:
(a)

to grant early release under licence at some point between the prisoner’s
parole eligibility date, that is after he has served one-third of his sentence or
ten months, whichever is the later, and his earliest release date, that is at the
two-thirds point of his sentence;

(b)

to review the prisoner’s application at a future date which must be within
six months of the original hearing;

(c)

to refuse the application for early release on licence, that is the prisoner will
not be released until the two-thirds point of his sentence;

(d)

to defer its decision for a period not exceeding three months. This purpose
of this provision is to allow the Committee to seek clarification on specific
points, for example details of the proposed release plan. A deferred
decision is in effect an adjournment and when the hearing is resumed
options (a), (b) and (c) remain open to the Committee.

44.

The members of the Committee recognize that parole provides an opportunity for
a prisoner to return to the community under close supervision which can assist in
the often difficult area of balancing the needs of the community to be protected and
the prisoner’s need to ‘test’ the problem solving and thinking skills he has had an
opportunity to learn whilst in prison.

45.

In England and Wales where an application is rejected the prisoner is automatically
entitled to a review after 12 months. In addition the Parole Board for England and
Wales and Home Office Sentence Enforcement Unit have the power to authorize
early or special reviews in exceptional circumstances. A decision to review the case
again may be made at the time of the last scheduled review, or in response to
representations. This may occur, for example, where significant progress is
expected within a short time. Early and special reviews will be authorized in
exceptional circumstances only.
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46.

The Committee is uncomfortable about the absence of an opportunity for a
prisoner who has his application rejected to be automatically reviewed at a later
date. It recognizes the impact an absolute refusal can have on the prisoner and that
it could contribute to a greater risk of re-offending once released. Equally, it
recognizes that a prisoner can be encouraged and motivated to work at reducing his
risk of re-offending when his application is subject to a review. Further, local
prisoners could be at a disadvantage to those from the mainland. A prisoner who is
normally resident in the mainland can opt for an unrestricted transfer into a U.K.
prison if his application for parole through the Guernsey system is unsuccessful
and so would then be eligible for further consideration for early release under the
England and Wales parole system, that is at the half point of his sentence. The
Committee supports a change to allow for automatic reviews broadly based on the
United Kingdom provisions.

47.

Recommendation 4 – the Parole Review Committee Ordinance, 1991 be
amended to allow for an automatic review after 12 months or 6 months prior
to the earliest release date, whichever is the sooner, and to make provision
for early or special reviews in exceptional circumstances.

E.

Right of Appeal Against Committee Decisions

48.

The current legislation does not permit any appeal against a decision of the
Committee.

49.

There is no right of appeal against a decision of the Parole Board for England and
Wales to refuse parole. The prisoner may make a request/complaint about the
decision. However, it will only be reviewed by the Parole Board for England and
Wales if there is significant information which should have been available to the
Board at the time the decision was made, or if there have been significant
procedural errors in the way the case was handled. The prisoner can also apply
through his legal representative for a judicial review of his case. However, the court
will mainly be concerned with whether the decision was a reasonable one. It is
unlikely to reverse the decision, only ask the Parole Board for England and Wales
to look at the decision again.

50.

An appeals process does exist for prisoners who, having been released on licence,
are recalled having breached the conditions of the licence (see paragraphs 54 to 58
below).

51.

The Committee notes that, although a significant number of prisoners have been
successful in appeals to the European Court of Human Rights with regard to
infringements of their human rights following decisions of Parole Board for England
and Wales, in no such cases has the absence of an appeals process, other than
judicial review, been held to be an infringement of the prisoner’s rights under the
European Convention on Human Rights.
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52.

The Committee believes that given the amendments proposed in paragraph 47
above and the availability of judicial review in Guernsey there is, at this time, no
overriding necessity to provide a separate appeals body. However, this matter will
be kept under review.

53.

Recommendation 5 – the Parole Review Committee Ordinance, 1991 be not
amended to allow for an appeals process against an original decision of the
Committee, on the basis that judicial review is available.

F.

Recall of Prisoners Released on Licence

54.

Section 4 of the Parole Review Committee Ordinance, 1991 makes provision for
the recall of prisoners who breach the conditions of the parole licence (as detailed in
paragraph 12 above). In most cases the Committee is approached by the
supervising probation officer with a request for a licence to be recalled. In such
cases the probation officer will have advised the prisoner that his recall is being
recommended and he will have had sight of the report to the Committee.

55.

Where a prisoner is recalled he is handed a notice which provides reasons for his
recall and information regarding the appeal process which is modelled on that in use
in England and Wales. The Committee will hear any such appeals as expediently as
possible, usually within ten working days of a recall.

56.

The Parole Board for England and Wales is responsible for considering recall action
in cases where prisoners are charged with offences whilst subject to licence or
otherwise breach the licence conditions. Recommendations for recall are made to
the Secretary of State, who takes the final decision.

57.

The current practice for the recall of prisoners should be retained, save where a
licence is revoked by Her Majesty’s Procureur (see paragraph 19 above).
Currently such decision must be ratified or otherwise by the Committee within
seven days, although in practice the Committee considers them on the next working
day. Therefore, to ensure that the Committee’s obligations under the European
Convention on Human Rights regarding timescales are fulfilled it is proposed to
foreshorten the period for ratification or otherwise from seven days to 96 hours.

58.

Recommendation 6 - the Parole Review Committee Ordinance, 1991 be
amended to foreshorten the period for ratification or otherwise of recall
orders made by Her Majesty’s Procureur from seven days to 96 hours.

G.

Legal Assistance and Representation

59.

The current legislation does not permit a prisoner applying for parole to be legally
assisted or represented. The absence of a right to legal advice or assistance is not
necessarily in itself in breach of human rights obligations. The prison and
probation authorities always ensure that every prisoner can access appropriate
representation, assistance and/or support when applying for parole. This may be
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in the form of for example, the services of an interpreter where English was not the
first language, or assistance to write a submission where literacy skills were poor.
60.

Prisoners applying to the Parole Board for England and Wales are not entitled to be
legally represented in parole applications but can seek legal advice and assistance to
prepare for the interview with the Parole Board for England and Wales. Where a
prisoner whilst on licence is recalled to prison he is entitled to legal representation
at an appeal hearing.

61.

The consideration of an application for parole was not a resentencing process. The
decision whether a prisoner should be released is based solely on such issues as his
conduct during his sentence, the work which he has undertaken to address the
causes of and/or reasons for his offending behaviour, the risk of re-offending and
the risk he presents to the public. The Committee regards each case on its
individual merits and therefore should not be bound up in issues of precedence
which may have been set in other like cases.
Notwithstanding that, the
Committee accepts that local prisoners should be afforded the same level of legal
assistance as those in the United Kingdom, that is a prisoner should be entitled to
request that a copy of his parole dossier be sent to his advocate for assistance in
preparing his submission to the Committee.

62.

In regard to access to legal advice and assistance where a prisoner has his licence
revoked the Committee would fully support any such prisoner having access to
legal advice and assistance in preparing and presenting his appeal against the
revocation.

63.

The Committee will continue to monitor the issue of legal advice, assistance and
representation, particularly in regard to any changes which the Parole Board for
England and Wales may make in this area.

64.

Recommendation 7 - the Parole Review Committee Ordinance, 1991 be
amended to allow a prisoner when applying for parole to receive legal advice
and assistance in preparing his submission to the Committee.

65.

Recommendation 8 - the Parole Review Committee Ordinance, 1991 be
amended to allow a prisoner who has had his parole licence revoked and is
recalled to prison to receive legal advice and assistance in preparing and
presenting his appeal to the Committee.

H.

Appointment of Committee Chairman and Ordinary members

66.

The Chairman of the Committee is appointed by the States and the ordinary
members by the Royal Court. The Committee believes that the process for
appointing independent people to serve should be as transparent as possible.

67.

The Parole Board for England and Wales consists of both qualified and lay
members and it advertises for all vacancies. The core competencies for Parole
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Board for England and Wales members are detailed in Appendix 1. Applicants
submit to a detailed assessment and selection process before nominations for
appointment are forwarded to the Secretary of State for confirmation.
68.

By its very nature the consideration of applications for parole requires sensitivity,
unbiased thinking and an ability to balance often seemingly competing issues.
Therefore, if people were to be invited to apply to serve on the Committee there
would need to be a similar rigorous assessment and selection process. Following
such a process nominations for appointment would be made to the Royal Court,
the States or other competent body.

69.

In addition the Committee also considered whether a retirement age should be set
for members of the Committee. The Committee considers that a retirement age
should be set and that it should reflect that which currently applies to Jurats of the
Royal Court, namely a member should retire having attained his seventieth
birthday, unless otherwise extended, and in any case shall retire on reaching his
seventy fifth birthday.

70.

Further, the Committee considered whether the Chairman and members should be
subject to a maximum term. The Committee believes that there is merit in setting a
maximum term but is of the opinion that such a term should be sufficiently long to
ensure a continuity of membership. The Committee proposes that no member
should serve for longer than 12 years except where a person is appointed as
Chairman from amongst the Committee, in which case his appointment should be
limited to 16 years.

71.

Recommendation 9 - the Parole Review Committee Ordinance, 1991 be
amended to introduce a system for advertising for persons to serve on the
Committee.

72.

Recommendation 10 - the Parole Review Committee Ordinance, 1991 be
amended to set a retirement age of seventy years for the Chairman and
Members of the Committee, unless otherwise extended, and in any case they
shall retire on reaching their seventy fifth birthday.

73.

Recommendation 11 – the Parole Review Committee Ordinance, 1991 be
amended to set a maximum term of office for members of 12 years, except
where a person is appointed as Chairman from amongst the Committee, in
which case his appointment should be limited to 16 years.

I.

Victim Issues

74.

The Committee does not automatically invite the victims of crimes to make any
representation. However, in all cases involving children or young people the
Children Board is invited under Section 2(7) of the 1991 Ordinance to make a
written submission. Invariably the report from the Children Board will reflect the
concerns of the victims and their families. Further, the Probation Service maintains
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some contact with the victims of crimes of violence and sexual offences and, where
appropriate, informs relevant parties regarding early release on licence and will
request that additional conditions, as may be appropriate, be attached to the licence
to ensure that the victim’s need to be protected are addressed.
75.

The Probation Service applies the National Probation Service’s practice guidelines
in all such cases. In England and Wales the guidelines apply to prisoners sentenced
to a period of imprisonment of four years or more but in Guernsey they apply in
all parole cases, that is any prisoner (including young offenders) sentenced to a
period of imprisonment of fifteen months or more.

76.

Her Majesty’s Procureur has written to the Committee in the following terms:
“I would wish to raise with you the issue of victims’ reports. In my opinion,
as with the sentencing process, the Parole Review Committee is entitled to
have the views of victims in assessing parole. In some cases, the reports
prepared for the dossier will include assessments of the effect of parole on
victims and, in some cases, those assessments may include results of
interviews with victims. However, the personal views of victims in relation
to an application for parole may be relevant, and occasionally persuasive,
and additionally may be relevant in enabling a victim to come to terms with
the trauma consequent upon the crime. I accept that this is a novel, and
possibly controversial, area and very careful thought needs to be given
before the Parole Review Committee embarks on a process which has not
been tried and tested elsewhere. That is not to say the process should not be
adopted here: indeed, in a small, close knit community such as Guernsey, in
which the possibility of the prisoner and victim meeting is higher, there are
grounds for suggesting that the introduction of victims’ statements in
connection with parole may have more significance, and be more beneficial
in a broader context, than on the mainland.”

77.

The Home Office is undertaking a major review of the Victim’s Charter which was
first introduced in 1990 and subsequently revised in 1996. Under the charter the
National Probation Service is required to maintain contact with the victims of
serious crimes, that is crimes of violence or a sexual nature for which the offender
receives a term of imprisonment of four years or more. The National Probation
Service provides victims with information about prison sentences in general and
how prisoners can proceed through the prison system and information about a
prisoner’s release, including relevant conditions that may be attached to the release.

78.

It is proposed that the revised Victim’s Charter will place a number of clear
responsibilities on all parties in the criminal justice system, including the Parole
Board for England and Wales, which will seek to acknowledge the true impact of
crime on its victims and to recognize, address and support their needs. It is
proposed that the following obligations will be placed on the Parole Board for
England and Wales:
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79.

80.

(a)

to consider any views which are offered by the National Probation Service
in determining the conditions to be included in the release licences of
prisoners serving sentences of four or more years; and

(b)

to take account of any information which relates directly to the current risk
presented by the prisoner in deciding whether or not to grant or recommend
parole.

In addition the National Probation Service will also have a number of new
obligations in cases of sexual or other serious violent offences leading to a prison
sentence of twelve months or more some of which will have an impact on parole
matters, namely:
(a)

to offer the victim face to face contact within two months of sentence;

(b)

give information about prison sentences in general and how prisoners can
proceed through the prison;

(c)

check whether the victim has any concerns or anxieties which he wishes to
be taken into account when conditions for the prisoner’s final release are
being considered;

(d)

to explain how any information provided will be used;

(e)

to give a contact point at the victim’s local Probation Office;

(f)

to ask about further contact and to make arrangements accordingly;

(g)

to maintain contact as necessary at key stages of the criminal justice
process;

(h)

to inform the victim when an offender is being released;

(i)

to offer victims an opportunity to make representations about the
conditions or requirements of an offender’s release;

(j)

to inform the victim of any conditions or requirements attached to the
offender’s release which are relevant to contact with the victim and to
provide any other information appropriate in all circumstances of the case.

The current practice by both the Guernsey Probation Service and the Committee
fulfils all the requirements as detailed in paragraphs 78 and 79 above. Indeed in
respect of the obligations likely to be placed on the Parole Board for England and
Wales the Committee already fulfils such obligations and more, namely they are
applied to all cases of sexual and other serious violent offences which the
Committee considers.
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81.

The Committee fully supports the view presented by Her Majesty’s Procureur
and believes that the inclusion of victim statements may assist it in gaining a better
understanding of the impact of a crime on its victims and also assessing the
prisoner’s level of victim awareness. However, in the same way as victim
statements do not affect the length of the sentence imposed, they should not affect
the Committee’s final decision.

82.

The provision under Section 2(7) of the Parole Review Committee Ordinance
allows the Committee to seek victim statements. It is proposed to consult with the
relevant agencies, including the Police, the Probation Service, the Children Board
and the Guernsey Victim Support Group to agree a framework for inviting the
victims of crimes to make written representations to the Committee.

J.

Denial of Guilt and Parole Applications

83.

When considering any application for early release on licence the Committee
follows the Directions for Release of Determinate Sentence Prisoners prepared by
the Secretary of State (see paragraph 8 above). The Directions do not specifically
refer to a denial of guilt but this is covered under point (1) (b), namely that the
Parole Board for England and Wales shall take account of whether the prisoner has
shown by his attitude and behaviour in custody that he is willing to address his
offending behaviour by understanding its causes and its consequences for the
victims concerned, and has made positive effort and progress in doing so. Clearly a
prisoner who continues to deny his guilt throughout his sentence will be unable to
fulfil this point but that in itself this may not be considered to place the safety of
the public at an unacceptable level of risk.

84.

In May 2002 the Parole Board for England and Wales issued the following
statement after the release in April 2002 of Stephen Downing who had been
convicted some 25 years previously for a murder which he strenuously maintained
he had not committed. The Parole Board for England and Wales was responding to
some misunderstanding and concern about the position of those maintaining
innocence in prison and how this affects their eligibility for parole.
“A myth has grown up that unless prisoners admit and express remorse for
the crime that they have been sentenced for, they will not get parole. This is
not true. It is important to get the facts right, not least for those in prison
who do maintain their innocence and who may be unnecessarily affected by
the myth.
Firstly, legal precedent has established that it would be unlawful for the
Board to refuse parole solely on the grounds of denial of guilt or anything
that flows from that (such as not being able to take part in offending
behaviour programmes which focus on the crime committed).
The Board is bound to take account not only of the offence, and the
circumstances in which it was committed, but the circumstances and
behaviour of the individual prisoner before and during the sentence and
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his/her plans for re-settlement after release. It is important to understand
that the Board is not entitled to “go behind” the conviction. That is the job
of the appeal courts and the Criminal Cases Review Commission. The
Board’s remit extends only to the assessment of risk, and the bottom line is
always the safety of the public.
A recent survey by the Board showed that 31% of those maintaining
innocence were released on parole or life licence, as compared with 46% of
all prisoners. While this puts paid to the myth that denial of guilt means that
parole is impossible, the survey also suggests that a prisoner’s chances of
early release can be affected by the denial of guilt.
The Board is the first to recognise that its core task of assessing the risk of
future harm to the public is often made more difficult when dealing with
those who deny guilt. This is because there may simply be less information
to go on, particularly where the prisoner has not been able to undertake
some relevant offending behaviour work. Detailed reports of a wide range
of offending behaviour programmes are a key source of information for
Board members in working out how a prisoner operates and copes with life
and therefore what the risk to the public of a future offence might be.
In this context it is interesting to note the results of a sample of 50 recent
release cases recommended by the Board. The fifty were all serving
mandatory life sentences for murder. Of these, nine had maintained their
innocence in whole or in part throughout their sentence. While the
circumstances of the murders, and the background of the prisoners varied
enormously - from hardened criminals, to those of previous good character
- there were two key factors which led to release on life licence. In all cases
the individuals had spent a considerable period in “open conditions”, where
their response to life in the community could be closely monitored. The
majority had also undertaken a variety of offending behaviour work such as
anger management, assertiveness, thinking skills all of which helped the
Board to assess any future risk to the public, irrespective of a denial of guilt
or lack of remorse for the offence which led to the conviction.
Overall, the Board is painfully conscious of the psychological pressure often
experienced by those who maintain their innocence in prison. It respects
their position and would not wish anyone to pretend guilt simply to get
parole. Equally, it is important for those people to respect and understand
the Board’s position, focusing always on the risk to the public in the future
balanced against the needs, expectations and rights of the individual in
prison.”
85.

The Committee follows the position as set out in the above statement. It also
recognizes the very important difference between conviction by a majority verdict
in Guernsey compared to such a conviction in England and Wales. The Royal
Court may convict on a simple majority whereas in England and Wales the trial
judge will usually direct that a majority verdict should not be less than 10 to 2.
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Conclusions and Summary of Recommendations
86.

To summarize, the Committee is recommending the following amendments to the
Parole Review Committee Ordinance, 1991 to ensure that the Committee’s
obligations as a public authority under the provisions of the Human Rights
(Bailiwick of Guernsey) Law, 2000 are fulfilled. The recommendations as set out
have the full support of Her Majesty’s Procureur, the Prisoner Governor and the
Chief Probation Officer.
Recommendation 1 - that that the Parole Review Committee Ordinance be
amended to allow a copy of the parole dossier to be made available to the prisoner,
prior to the prisoner making his own submissions to the Committee.
Recommendation 2 – that the Parole Review Committee Ordinance, 1991
regarding the interviewing of parole applicants be not amended at this time.
Recommendation 3 – that the Parole Review Committee Ordinance, 1991 be
amended to permit the Parole Review Committee to give reasons for its decisions in
all cases.
Recommendation 4 – that the Parole Review Committee Ordinance, 1991 be
amended to allow for an automatic review after 12 months or 6 months prior to the
earliest release date, whichever is the sooner, and to permit early or special reviews
in exceptional circumstances.
Recommendation 5 – that the Parole Review Committee Ordinance, 1991 be not
amended to allow for an appeals process against an original decision of the Parole
Review Committee.
Recommendation 6 – that the Parole Review Committee Ordinance, 1991 be
amended to foreshorten the period for ratification or otherwise of recall orders
made by Her Majesty’s Procureur from seven days to 96 hours.
Recommendation 7 – that the Parole Review Committee Ordinance, 1991 be
amended to allow a prisoner when applying for parole to receive legal advice and
assistance in preparing his submission to the Committee.
Recommendation 8 – that the Parole Review Committee Ordinance, 1991 be
amended to allow a prisoner who has had his parole licence revoked and is recalled
to prison to receive legal advice and assistance in preparing and presenting his
appeal to the Committee.
Recommendation 9 – that the Parole Review Committee Ordinance, 1991 be
amended to introduce a system for advertising for persons to serve on the Parole
Review Committee.
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Recommendation 10 - the Parole Review Committee Ordinance, 1991 to be
amended to set a retirement age of seventy years for the Chairman and Members of
the Committee, unless otherwise extended, and in any case they shall retire on
reaching their seventy fifth birthday.
Recommendation 11 – the Parole Review Committee Ordinance, 1991 to be
amended to set a maximum term of office for members of 12 years, except where a
person is appointed as Chairman from amongst the Committee, in which case his
appointment should be limited to 16 years.
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APPENDIX 1
CORE COMPETENCIES FOR MEMBERS OF THE PAROLE BOARD FOR
ENGLAND AND WALES FOR ENGLAND AND WALES

Analysis:
• Read and interpret complex information
• Interpret information from different sources
• Detail conscious but able to select relevant material
• See links between items
Judgement and decision-making:
• Logical reasoning
• Structured approach - be able to follow procedure
• Follow oral argument
• Risk assessment - balance evidence, keep to facts and apply objectivity
• Independent thinker - prepared to state and support own decision
Written and oral communication:
• Draft clearly, accurately and concisely
• Comprehensive coverage of information
• Aware of chronology of events
• Convey points clearly both in writing and speaking
• Able to interview and question effectively, drawing out information from prisoners and
others, which is relevant to risk assessment
• Able to speak confidently in public and to a small audience
Planning and organising ability:
• Able to plan own time carefully
• Able to cope with a large volume of work and tight timescale
Working with others:
• Open and honest.
• Listening skills - check own understanding and that others understand you
• Stamina, drive and commitment
• Open to others' views
• Prepared to challenge, and able to argue a position
• Prepared to be challenged
• Flexibility
Aware of and committed to equal opportunities, and aware of the relevance of human
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rights.

The States are asked to decide:VII.- Whether, after consideration of the Report dated the 9th June, 2003, of the States
Advisory and Finance Committee, they are of opinion:1. That the Parole Review Committee Ordinance, 1991, as amended, shall be further
amended as follows:(a) to allow a copy of the parole dossier to be made available to the prisoner, prior to
the prisoner making his own submissions to the Parole Review Committee;
(b) to permit the Parole Review Committee to give reasons for its decisions in all
cases.
(c) to allow for an automatic review of an application for parole after 12 months or 6
months prior to the earliest release date, whichever is the sooner, and to permit
early or special reviews in exceptional circumstances;
(d) to foreshorten the period for ratification or otherwise of recall orders made by Her
Majesty’s Procureur from seven days to 96 hours;
(e) to allow a prisoner when applying for parole to receive legal advice and assistance
in preparing his submission to the Parole Review Committee;
(f) to allow a prisoner who has had his parole licence revoked and is recalled to prison
to receive legal advice and assistance in preparing and presenting his appeal to the
Parole Review Committee;
(g) to introduce a system for advertising for persons to serve on the Parole Review
Committee;
(h) to set a retirement age of seventy years for the Chairman and members of the
Parole Review Committee, unless otherwise extended, and in any case they shall
retire on reaching their seventy fifth birthday;
(j) to set a maximum term of office for members of 12 years, except where a person is
appointed as Chairman from amongst the ordinary members, in which case his
appointment shall be limited to 16 years.
2. To direct the preparation of such legislation as may be necessary to give effect to their
above decision.
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The States are asked to decide:VIII.- Whether, after consideration of the Report dated 19th June, 2003, of the States
Advisory and Finance Committee, they are of opinion:-

To agree the proposals set out in the eGovernment Steering Group Report.
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STATES BOARD OF INDUSTRY
SUNDAY TRADING

The President
States of Guernsey
Royal Court House
St Peter Port
Guernsey
GY1 2PB
16th June 2003

Dear Sir
SUNDAY TRADING
Introduction
Following the introduction of the Sunday Trading Ordinance, 2002 earlier this year,
the Board of Industry has identified a number of issues concerning Sunday trading
that need to be addressed.
The original intention of preparing this report was to explain to the States the issues
that had arisen, the reasons underpinning them and to seek relatively minor changes in
the legislation to resolve the problems that they have created. However, the need to
amend a new Ordinance so soon after its introduction has underlined to the Board the
problems that will always exist in trying to administer Sunday trading restrictions in a
fair and consistent manner throughout the Island. Accordingly, the Board decided by
a majority that the presentation of this report provided a further opportunity to re-open
the question of deregulation and to invite the States, once again, to consider whether
or not the existing legislation should be repealed.
This letter is therefore divided into two parts. The first part deals with the anomalies
that have been identified and proposes how they might be dealt with. The second part
deals with the wider principle of deregulating trading on a Sunday.
Part I
Background
The Ordinance approved by the States on 25th September 2002 was a best attempt to
encapsulate in law the Sunday trading regime approved by a majority of States
members and which sought to maintain controls on Sunday trading but to remove
anomalies that existed under the 1974 Ordinance.
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In presenting previous proposals to the States, the Board has repeatedly stated that
there are only two approaches to Sunday trading that will be entirely fair – i.e. total
deregulation or total prohibition.
Any attempt to make legislation which sits between these two extremes is bound to be
fraught with difficulties, and some provisions are bound to be seen as unfair by parties
who are thereby restricted in their activities. It is not surprising, therefore, that the
new legislation has given rise to some unforeseen anomalies.
Nevertheless, the Board believes that the experience of working with the new
Ordinance in the first few months of this year has demonstrated that most of the
requirements of the States for a new, more flexible system have been adequately met
with the exception of the items identified in this report.
In addition to the items discussed below there have been a number of other aspects of
the new Sunday Trading Ordinance which have been aired publicly, but which the
Board does not believe require changes to the Ordinance. Rather they are a symptom
of a new and unfamiliar administrative system bedding down. As the Parishes have
become more familiar with the system and traders have understood the need to apply
for licences and the application process involved, most of those problems have now
disappeared.
The anomalies that require to be addressed are as follows:
•
•
•
•
(i)

Sale of tobacco, tobacco products and smokers’ requisites.
Category “M” – Miscellaneous Shops.
Roadside stalls.
Constitution of Appeals Tribunal.
Sale of tobacco, tobacco products and smokers’ requisites
The sale of tobacco, tobacco products and smokers’ requisites has long been
permitted on a Sunday and this category of goods was specifically exempted
from control under paragraph (c) of the Schedule to the 1974 Ordinance.
The Board, in preparing the new legislation, had no intention of preventing the
sale of such products on a Sunday but this item was inadvertently overlooked
at both the policy and law drafting stages. It is proposed that the Ordinance
should be amended to rectify this matter by repeating the exemption contained
in the 1974 Ordinance.

(ii)

Category “M” Miscellaneous Shops
On 7th February 2003 the Sunday Trading Appeals Tribunal met to consider an
appeal by the proprietor of Movie Zone against a decision of the parish of St
Sampson’s not to grant a Category M licence for a shop at Les Banques.
Movie Zone was able to open lawfully on a Sunday without a licence for the
hiring of videos, DVDs and similar products but sought a licence to enable it
to sell those products on a Sunday. The proprietor of the shop put forward the
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argument that his business satisfied the requirements of Category M on the
basis that it was a business:
“(a)

involving the sale of –
(ii)

items for use in connection with any recreational activity
undertaken or pursued in or in the vicinity of the shop,
provided that the shop is located in the vicinity of a beach or
cliff”.

[Para. (a) (ii) of Statutory Category M in the Second Schedule to the 2002
Ordinance].
He argued that videos, DVDs etc are items used in connection with a
recreational activity and that as his shop was over the road from Belle Greve
Bay, it was located in the vicinity of a beach.
The Tribunal, which upheld the appeal, based its decision on a literal
interpretation of the existing Ordinance.
Such an outcome was never the intention of the revised Sunday trading
regime. It was always intended that the recreational items should be
associated with an outdoor activity, typically undertaken on or in the
immediate vicinity of a beach or cliff.
In its original discussions with the parishes, the Board agreed that the type of
kiosk found adjacent to popular beaches such as Vazon, Petit Bot, Fermain etc
could be open for the sale of refreshments, beach balls, kites, buckets and
spades, newspapers and little else. In adopting a general description it was
also recognised that there were a number of such shops located adjacent to
cliffs on headlands such as Icart and Jerbourg.
The question arose, however, in relation to a small number of shops which
were adjacent to a beach but which in addition to the range of goods sold by a
typical beach kiosk also sold convenience groceries, postcards, greeting cards
and souvenirs, newspapers and one or two other products. A typical example
is the Cobo Village Centre. It was with this in mind that the Board created
Category M – Miscellaneous Shops.
In the light of the decision in the Movie Zone case, the Board, following
discussions with H M Procureur, has come to the conclusion that the current
description of the criteria for entitlement to a Category M licence is not
precise enough and does not reflect the spirit of the States decision or indeed
the Board’s intention as set out in its policy letter of September 1999. As a
consequence of extending the interpretation of the Tribunal in the case, it
would be possible for a shop, which is in the vicinity of a cliff path or beach to
claim entitlement to a licence on the basis, for example, that it sold televisions;
items which are unquestionably enjoyed by consumers as recreational items.
If the same shop were further inland it would not be entitled to a licence..
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The Board proposes that the Ordinance should be amended in order to tighten
up eligibility for a licence on the basis that Category M licences are intended
for traders supplying goods reasonably related to outdoor recreational
activities usually associated with beaches and cliffs and providing the shop is
in the immediate vicinity of a beach or a cliff. The new description will also
require such shops to have a predominant range of two or more types of the
goods referred to in paragraphs (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) in the description rather
than one or more of the types of goods as provided for in the current
description. The current words “one or more” allow for a single use (such as
videos) which was not the intention.
Additionally the Board wishes to alter the wording of the existing Ordinance
to better reflect the original policy intentions. In this regard it is proposed that
an amended Ordinance in paragraph M (a) (i) of the Second Schedule should
include “cleaning materials or toiletries” in order to mirror the wording of a
Category B licence.
The Board believes that in amending this category it should be on the basis
that such an amendment is without prejudice to the rights of existing licence
holders. Given that the proposed change in Category M will mean that
premises such as Movie Zone will not meet the revised description, the Board
believes that the rights relating to the shop under the current licence should
continue to be respected until expiry of that licence (i.e. 31st December 2003).
The Board has reviewed the Category M licences currently in force and
believes that only two or three shops may be affected in this way.
The Board has given consideration to whether some extended form of
“grandfather rights” could be incorporated into the legislation but came to the
conclusion that this would be inappropriate. In reaching this conclusion, the
Board does have some sympathy with any business which currently has a
licence but will not be entitled to one under the new Category M description.
However, this must be balanced against the fact that if a particular trader’s
rights were extended in perpetuity, then this would provide an unfair position
for that shop against competitors. Furthermore, these shops have not had to
invest in any alterations in order to trade on a Sunday and therefore there is no
question of them seeking to recoup such investment.
(iii)

Roadside Stalls
The introduction of the 2002 Sunday Trading Ordinance has largely achieved
one of its objectives and that is to achieve consistent decision making across
the parishes.
If there is one, albeit minor, inconsistency it is in regard to roadside stalls.
Whilst it was not the intention of the Board that this traditional activity, which
has become a feature of the Island, should be controlled by legislation, the
2002 Ordinance does not include a specific exemption for these activities.
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The existing Ordinance exempts from the need to obtain a licence in those
instances where there is a sale at a farm, growing property, allotment or
similar place, of produce produced thereon. However the exemption does not
extend to instances where goods are bought-in for resale, instances where nonagricultural or horticultural products are sold nor even if goods are grown at
one place on the Island but sold at another.
Some parishes have received applications for, and granted licences to roadside
stalls selling flowers, plants or vegetables. In these instances, licences have
been granted under Category L – Plant Centres. However this category was
designed for a completely different use and is associated with a horticultural
holding or garden retail operation selling plants in a manner and on a scale
beyond that of the roadside stall.
Having consulted with H M Procureur, he has confirmed to the Board that in
his opinion a roadside stall, at which no personal service is rendered to a
customer, is not a shop which is open for the serving of customers and
therefore not an activity that falls within the control of the Sunday trading
legislation. He has cited English law precedents which he believes Guernsey
courts would almost certainly follow. He has also stated that, “I certainly
would not consider prosecuting the proprietor of a roadside stall in such
circumstances, for causing it to be open for the serving of customers without a
licence, under the provisions of the legislation as they stand at the moment”.
In the light of this advice, the Board has advised the parishes that they do not
need to require operators of unmanned roadside stalls to acquire Sunday
trading licences.
(iv)

Constitution of the Tribunal
Against the background of arranging the recent Appeals Tribunal and
following further discussions with H M Procureur, the Board has come to the
conclusion that a tribunal drawn from members of the Board presents a
number of challenges.
In practical terms, in the Movie Zone case, the President of the Board, whose
role it is to select the tribunal felt that he had to exclude three members of the
Board who are Deputies of St Sampson’s – the parish against which the appeal
was made. Furthermore, he chose to exclude one of the non-States members
who is a recently elected Douzenier to another parish which left three
remaining Board members including himself. Although he decided to chair
the meeting he did so with some reluctance because of his own position as a St
Peter Port Douzenier could call into question the independence of the
tribunal’s judgement.
The Board could envisage other circumstances in which it might not have been
possible to choose three members of a tribunal from the seven members of the
Board and maintain the independence required. Furthermore, H M Procureur
has advised that the perceived lack of independence of the tribunal could itself
give rise to an appeal to the Royal Court.
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The Board proposes, therefore, that the constitution of the tribunal should be
changed and that the provisions of the Ordinance should be amended to mirror
to a large extent those relating to the tribunal established under the Regulation
of Utilities Legislation i.e. a separate panel of potential tribunal members is
created and a chairman elected by the States whose role it is to select the
tribunal members on any particular case.
Subject to States approval of the new Ordinance, the Board will draw up a
panel of potential members and identify a chairman and report to the States at
the earliest opportunity.
Part II – The Principle of Sunday Trading
The Board has acknowledged throughout this letter that, despite the anomalies that
have been identified, the new Sunday trading arrangements represent an improvement
over those that were in force up to the time of the introduction of the Sunday Trading
Ordinance, 2002. Nevertheless, a majority of the Board are firmly of the opinion that:
-

Notwithstanding the changes proposed in this report, the very nature of the
current Sunday trading regime is such that it will give rise to further anomalies
in future;

-

any system that relies ultimately for the granting of licences by ten sets of
administrators (the parishes) is bound, in time, to produce inconsistencies; and

-

in any event a restrictive regime of this type lends itself more to the nineteenth
century (when the principles underpinning this legislation were first
developed) than to a sophisticated community in the twenty-first century.

With these thoughts in mind, a majority of the Board favours deregulation and
believes that the Sunday Trading (Guernsey) Law, 1973 should be repealed thereby
removing all restrictions on retailing on a Sunday and that market conditions should
be allowed to prevail.
While the Board encourages further consideration of this issue it does not propose to
repeat here the arguments for and against Sunday trading which it has set out at length
in policy letters in recent years and which have been aired publicly on numerous
occasions.
The Board is also conscious that the States has, in the recent past, been evenly divided
on this issue. It is with this in mind that while it is recommending that the Law
should be repealed, nevertheless it is including an option in the recommendations
which, if that proposal fails, will allow States members, if they so wish, to go on to
approve in principle the amendments to the Sunday Trading Ordinance, 2002.
Legal Process
States members will be aware that a decision to repeal a law does not mean that that
law ceases to exist the following day. There is sometimes a lengthy process whereby
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further legislation must be approved before the law is finally repealed. The Law
Officers have advised that if the States resolves to repeal the Law then it will be
necessary for an Order in Council to be obtained and this could take some
considerable time.
The longer the delay between the formal repeal of the Law and the making of the
States decision, the greater the chance for confusion as some shopkeepers will seek to
operate without a licence and consumers will expect that there are no longer any
restrictions on Sunday retailing.
It is against this background that the Board proposes a two-stage approach.
1.

The Sunday Trading Ordinance, 2002 is repealed at the earliest opportunity
(subject to the workload of the Law Officers this could be presented to the
States as early as September); and

2.

in due course to repeal The Sunday Trading (Guernsey) Law, 1973, the
umbrella legislation under which the Ordinance sits.

The effect of this approach would be that there will be no controls on Sunday trading
from the day the Ordinance is repealed but the ability of the States to introduce such
controls by Ordinance under the 1973 Law will remain until such time as that is
repealed.
Recommendations
The Board recommends the States to either:
1.

deregulate Sunday trading by repealing the current Sunday trading legislation;
or

2.

agree that the Sunday Trading Ordinance, 2002 should be amended in the
manner described in Part I of this report;

I would be grateful if you would lay these matters before the States with appropriate
propositions including one directing the preparation of such legislation as may be
necessary to give effect to whichever approach is adopted by the States.
Yours faithfully
JOHN ROPER
President,
States Board of Industry
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The States are asked to decide:IX.- Whether, after consideration of the Report dated the 16th June, 2003, of the States
Board of Industry, they are of opinion:1A. To deregulate Sunday trading by repealing the current Sunday trading legislation.
OR
1B. That the Sunday Trading Ordinance, 2002, shall be amended in the manner
described in Part 1 of that Report.
2. To direct the preparation of such legislation as may be necessary to give effect to
their above decision.
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STATES TRAFFIC COMMITTEE
INTEGRATED ROAD TRANSPORT STRATEGY – PAY PARKING

The President
States of Guernsey
Royal Court House
St Peter Port
Guernsey
13 June, 2003

Dear Sir,
INTEGRATED ROAD TRANSPORT STRATEGY – PAY PARKING
1.

INTRODUCTION
In March, 2003, the States approved the Committee’s policy letter on an
integrated road transport strategy for the Island (Billet d’Etat IV of 2003). It
resolved that the Strategy’s main objective should be to reduce the level of car
usage in the Island, in particular by encouraging the use of alternative forms of
transport, discouraging unnecessary car travel and promoting more responsible
use of the car.
In approving the above, the States also resolved that legislation should be
prepared for the introduction of pay parking at:
•

the long-stay parking places only (5 and 10 hour) at the Odeon, Salarie and
North Beach car parks;

•

other on-street long-stay parking places (5 and 10 hour) in St Peter Port.
These charges would not be applied in all on-street areas, but only those
where the Committee had not introduced additional residents’ parking
schemes.

The States also resolved that the above legislation should enable the States to set
the levels at which charges were fixed by Ordinance.
The purpose of this policy letter is therefore to put forward proposals for
consideration by the States for the levels at which pay parking charges should be
set by Ordinance.
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2.

BACKGROUND
Pay parking forms one element of a set of integrated policies included in the
Strategy that work together towards achieving its objectives. It is a vital tool in
achieving these objectives and in influencing the behaviour of the travelling
public. In this respect, the principal purposes of pay parking are:
•

to encourage commuters to switch to the six alternatives available to them,
these being public transport, cycling, motorcycling, walking, car sharing or
the use of “compact” or alternatively powered vehicles (for which free
parking will be made available);

•

in the case of those areas where on-street charges will be introduced, to
discourage commuters from parking in designated residential streets to
avoid pay parking at the Odeon, Salarie and North Beach.

The Strategy also recognises that future improvements to the Island’s park-andride infrastructure are unlikely to be an attractive alternative for commuters if
long-stay parking continues to be free in Town.
The States has also agreed that the Committee should: continue improving the
scheduled bus services and the associated network infrastructure; report back to it
with proposals for a free school bus service for all pupils; report back with options
for improvements to the Island’s park-and-ride infrastructure; and, pursue
opportunities to introduce traffic calming schemes and improved facilities for
vulnerable road users, with an emphasis on measures around the Island’s schools.
The net revenue that pay parking raises will be essential to assist in at least partly
funding many aspects of the capital and revenue costs of the Strategy, particularly
the measures set out above. The Committee believes that it is essential that the
net income should be used to fund these initiatives.
Without the revenue from pay parking, then it will not be possible to introduce
many elements of the Strategy approved by the States without a significantly
greater call on general revenue.

3.

PARKING CHARGES – FACTORS FOR CONSIDERATION
There are a number of factors the Committee believes should be taken into
consideration in setting the levels of parking charges:
•

the charges will need to be set at such a level that they provide an incentive
for commuters to consider the alternatives open to them;
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•

the total charge for an 8 hour day will need to exceed the standard return bus
fare of £1, whilst also being sufficiently high to provide a reasonable
incentive for commuters to consider whether every journey they make
should be by car, or whether they might, even occasionally, use the bus or
some other alternative.
For those commuters who feel that they can switch to bus travel on a regular
basis, then the incentive will be even stronger, as they can then take
advantage of multi-journey tickets that enable them to travel for between
20p and 35p per journey (ten journeys can be bought in advance for £3.50,
thirty for £7.50 and fifty for £10.00);

•

the additional expenditure that the Committee will incur in improving the
bus services, offering free school buses and improving other alternatives.
For instance, the Committee’s initial and provisional estimates are that a
minimum of at least £250,000 per annum in additional revenue subsidies
will be required for the further improvements to the bus services, in
particular for commuters, that will be introduced before pay parking.
Previous initial assessments of a free school bus service have suggested that
at least fifteen additional buses and drivers would be required at peak
periods to manage the increased demand, operating costs would increase by
around £150,000 annually and additional capital expenditure on vehicles in
the region of £1 million would be required;

•

the capital cost of installing pay parking systems at the off-street car parks.
This will depend on the type of system eventually chosen, but has
previously been estimated as being in the region of £80,000 per car park. It
is likely that a scratch card type system will be adopted for any on-street
charges that are introduced, thereby minimizing the cost involved.

The Committee has noted that parking charges in Jersey are now 45p per hour
(£3.60 for a day of eight hours). At Guernsey Airport, a day’s parking costs £4.
Spaces at the Harbour for day-trippers are available during the summer for £3 per
day. The Committee has reviewed the daily charges in other jurisdictions within
easy reach of the Island. Whilst charges can vary from car park to car park, in
Southampton the charge is generally £5.50. In Exeter it is generally £4.20.
The Committee has also given further consideration to the arrangements that
should be put in place overnight and during the weekends. Long-stay spaces on
Sundays and Bank Holidays will be free. Furthermore, whilst it accepts that there
is a fair amount of commuter traffic on Saturdays, the most significant and
problematic levels occur between Mondays and Fridays. It therefore does not
propose that charges should be made on Saturdays. Overnight parking will be
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free. This means that Town residents will be able to use the long-stay areas
throughout the weekend and overnight without charge.
Free long-stay parking will be made available for motorcyclists and the drivers of
very small “compact” cars, as well as alternatively powered vehicles.
The Committee would like to have some flexibility to introduce differential rates
of pay parking, depending on the location of the car park concerned. For instance,
charges in areas further from the Town centre might be set at a lower level than
those at the North Beach and Odeon. It is therefore recommending that the States
establishes the maximum rate that should be charged, but that the Committee be
given the authority to reduce these in some areas in line with the above.

4.

PROPOSED PARKING CHARGES
The Committee is recommending that the maximum parking charges should be
set at 40p per hour, equating to £3.20 for a stay of eight hours. This would leave
it room to offer reduced rates as part of a differential pricing policy below this
level, but sufficiently higher than a standard return bus fare of £1. The revenues
this will generate will depend on the nature of any differential system that is
introduced, but purely by way of example, might be as follows:
•
•
•

North Beach and Odeon: 611 spaces at £3.20 per day:
Salarie: 446 spaces at, say, £2.40 per day:
On-street, say 500 spaces at, say, £2.00 per day:

£492,710
£269,740
£252,000

The Committee has not yet determined how many on-street spaces will be subject
to pay parking. This will depend on the number of spaces that fall within the
residents’ parking schemes the States has agreed it should introduce in due course.
However, there are approximately 1,000 on-street 5 and 10 hour long-stay spaces
(including the Castle Emplacement) and, for the purpose of the above example
only, it has been assumed that half of these will be pay parking.
Under the above scenario, which it is accepted assumes full occupancy of the
spaces throughout the day, the revenue raised will be just in excess of £1,000,000
per annum. The Committee proposes that this income should accrue to the States’
general revenue and that a subsequent adjustment should be made to its future
capital and revenue budgets to fund the other initiatives set out in the Strategy that
the States has agreed.

5.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Following consideration of this report, the Committee recommends the States to:
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(i)

approve that the maximum charge for long-stay parking should be 40p per
hour;

(ii)

enable the Committee to establish, by Order, differential rates of parking
charges for different car parks at levels beneath the maximum rate set
agreed by the States and as set out in (i) above.

I should be grateful if you would lay this matter before the States with appropriate
propositions, including one directing the preparation of the necessary legislation.
Yours faithfully
PATRICIA MELLOR
President
States Traffic Committee
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The States are asked to decide:X.- Whether, after consideration of the Report dated the 13th June, 2003, of the
States Traffic Committee, they are of opinion:1. That the maximum charge for long-stay parking shall be 40p per hour.
2. To enable the States Traffic Committee to establish, by Order, differential rates
of parking charges for different car parks at levels beneath the maximum rate
set agreed by the States and as set out in proposition 1. above.
3. To direct the preparation of such legislation as may be necessary to give effect
to their above decisions.
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The States are asked to dicide:XI.- Whether, after consideration of the Report dated the 13th June, 2003, of the States
Water Board, they are of opinion:-
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ADMINISTRATIVE DECISIONS (REVIEW) (GUERNSEY) LAW, 1986
REPORT OF THE REVIEW BOARD FOR 2002

The President
States of Guernsey
Royal Court House
St Peter Port
GY1 2PB

30th May 2003

Dear Sir
In accordance with the provisions of Section 8 of the Administrative Decisions (Review)
(Guernsey) Laws, 1986 to 1993, I have the honour to submit a report on the complaints received
by the States Supervisor during the year ended 31st December 2002.
Section 1 of the Law provides that all applications for a matter to be reviewed by a Review Board
shall be made to the States Supervisor except where the matter complained of relates to the States
Advisory and Finance Committee or its staff, in which case application is made to Her Majesty’s
Greffier. No such complaint has been received by Her Majesty’s Greffier during 2002.
I should be grateful if you would be good enough to lay this report before the States together with
a proposition requesting acceptance.
Yours faithfully
J. E. LANGLOIS
Chairman
Panel of Members
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THE ADMINISTRATIVE DECISIONS (REVIEW) (GUERNSEY) LAWS, 1986 TO 1993
REPORT OF COMPLAINTS RECEIVED
by the States Supervisor
during the year ended 31st December 2002
INDEX

Respondent

Serial Numbers
(See following pages)

States Board of Administration

1

States Education Council

2

States Island Development Committee

3

States Cadastre Committee

4

States Board of Administration

5
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PART 1 – SUMMARY OF COMPLAINTS

1.

Mr. S Collins v. States Board of Administration

A complaint that the Board of Administration had refused to grant permission for Mr. Collins to
employ an overseas national as a Restaurant Manageress at the Belle Vue Hotel, Alderney for a
four-year period.
The States Supervisor referred the matter to the Chairman of the Panel of Members and a Review
Board was convened (for details see Part II No. 1).
2.

Mrs. X v. States Education Council

A complaint that the Education Council had refused to pay the complainant’s son’s school fees
The States Supervisor referred the matter to the Chairman of the Panel of Members and a Review
Board was convened (for details see Part II No. 2).
3.

Mr. and Mrs. A v. States Island Development Committee

A complaint that the Island Development Committee had decided not to grant an application for
permission for a change of use of the hotel to provide retirement homes.
Not referred to a Review Board because the complainant had a right of appeal in a court of law in
relation to the matter from which the complaint arose.
4.

Mr. B v. States Cadastre Committee

A complaint that the Cadastre Committee had refused to reassessment the rateable value of a
property for the Year of Charge 2002 at the domestic rate rather than the higher tourist
establishment rate.
Not referred to a Review Board because the complainant had a right of appeal in a court of law in
relation to the matter from which the complaint arose.
5.

Mrs. Bacon v. States Board of Administration

A complaint that the Board of Administration had used concrete kerbing stones rather than
granite setts at the junction of La Ruette Lane and the re-aligned Route des Frances, St. Saviour.
The States Supervisor referred the matter to the Chairman of the Panel of Members. A Review
Board was held in January 2003 (details of this case will be listed in the 2003 Report).
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PART II – REVIEW BOARD DECISIONS
NO. 1
Mr. S. COLLINS
against the
STATES BOARD OF ADMINISTRATION

Constitution, Venue and Representation
The Review Board was constituted as follows:
Douzaine Representative R A R Evans (Chairman)
Deputy O D Le Tissier
Deputy B M Flouquet
The parties were heard in public at Les Cotils Christian Centre on 11th January 2002.
Mr. Collins was represented by Advocate F Haskins.
The Board of Administration was represented by Deputy R C Berry, O.B.E., President, Mr. R T
Kirkpatrick, Chief Executive, Mr. B Richings, Chief Officer, Customs and Immigration
Department, Mr. P J Taylor, Assistant Chief Officer, Head of Immigration, Crown Advocate R
McMahon (Board of Administration’s legal representative)
Substance of the Complaint
The substance of the complaint relates to the decision of the Board of Administration not to grant
permission for Mr. Collins to employ an overseas national as a Restaurant Manageress at the
Belle Vue Hotel, Alderney for a four-year period.
The Case
The Review Board was advised that Mr. Collins was unable to attend in person as he had been
taken ill but Advocate Haskins said her client wished the matter to proceed but she asked the
Review Board to bear in mind that she may be unable to answer any matters of fact which may
arise.
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Advocate Haskins outlined the background to her clients’ application for a Review Board and, in
particular, the two decisions of the Board of Administration which her client was advised of on
26th June and 18th September 2001.
Advocate Haskins said the Belle Vue Hotel was owned and run by the Collins family and was
open all year. The owners had experienced difficulties in recruiting staff for the hotel and, in
particular, for the post of restaurant manager. She outlined the steps Mr. Collins had taken to fill
this post locally and some of the difficulties associated with attracting staff from outside
Alderney.
She explained that Miss Brooks was a 26-year-old Australian who had entered the UK on 1st July
1999 as a working holidaymaker and had been granted a two-year visa. She said Miss Brooks
was of impeccable character and had previously been a police officer in Australia. Miss Brooks
had been employed as a chambermaid in March 2000 and had been very quick to pick up the
hotel’s working practices and had become a key employee. It was for these reasons that Mr.
Collins had decided to train her as restaurant manager.
Advocate Haskins asked the Review Board to consider whether an absolute requirement for three
years relevant previous experience was fair as it did not make any allowance for an individual’s
aptitude or ability in a post.
Advocate Haskins referred to and read a letter from the States of Alderney Policy and Finance
Committee, dated 22nd November 2001, which supported Mr. Collins’ appeal and made reference
to particular difficulties which Alderney employers were experiencing in recruiting staff.
Advocate Haskins acknowledged that this letter had not formed part of the submissions made to
the Board of Administration in June or September 2001 but added that the Board should have
been aware of such recruitment difficulties.
Advocate Haskins said the Board had, in its letter of 26th June 2001, stated that its reason for
rejecting the application was that it was “… totally outside the Board’s work permit policy.” She
said the subsequent reconsideration and the Board’s letter of 18th September 2001 gave no
indication that the Board had considered any further evidence or the employment situation in
Alderney but had solely looked at the application within the context of its policy. She said the
Board had discretionary powers under Section 132 of The Immigration (Guernsey) Rules 1999,
namely,
“Extension of stay for work permit employment
132. An extension of stay for work permit employment may be granted for a period not
exceeding the period of employment approved by the Board of Administration (up to a
maximum of 12 months) provided the Lieutenant Governor is satisfied that each of the
requirements of paragraph 131 is met. An extension of stay is to be subject to a condition
restricting the applicant to employment approved by the Board of Administration.”.
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Advocate Haskins said the Board had not had regard for the particular employment difficulties,
which appertain to Alderney, and the Board’s policy was too closely linked to the hotel and
catering industry in Guernsey. She submitted that the Board must have regard to the law and
cited the case of Associated Provincial Picture House Ltd v. Wednesbury Corporation [1948]
(1K.B. 223 per Lord Greene M.R. at page 228-229 and 233-234) namely:
“… When discretion of this kind is granted the law recognizes certain principles upon
which that discretion must be exercised, but within the four corners of those principles
which the court looks to in considering any question of discretion of this kind. The
exercise of such a discretion must be a real exercise of discretion. If in the statute
conferring the discretion, there is found expressly or by implication matters which the
authority exercising the discretion ought to have regard to those matters. Conversely, if the
nature of the subject matter and the general interpretation of the Act make it clear that
certain matters would not be germane to the matter in question, the authority must disregard
those irrelevant collateral matters.”.
Advocate Haskins acknowledged that it was lawful for the Board to have a policy with regard to
the issue of work permits but that it should not adhere slavishly to that policy and cited the case
of R. v. Findley [1985] (1A.C. 318 per Lord Scarman at page 335G-336F), namely:
335
35

G

H

36
336
A

B

“My Lords, I have no doubt that Tilley's case [1981] 1 W.L.R. 854 was
correctly decided. And it may be, though I express no opinion on the point,
that the statutory duty in that case admitted of no policy other than that every
case must be considered individually. But the duty of the Secretary of State in
this case is, as I have already shown, a very complex one. Indeed, the
complexities are such that an approach based on a carefully formulated policy
could be said to be called for. There is, as I understand the law, nothing to
prevent such an approach, where it is appropriate.
The legitimacy of adopting a policy in the exercise of an administrative
discretion has been recognized by the courts. In a tribunal case Bankes L.J.
had this to say, Rex v. Port of London Authority,. Ex parte Kynoch Ltd. [1919]
1 K.B. 176, 184:
"In the present case there is another matter to be borne in mind. There are on
the one hand cases where a tribunal in the honest exercise of its discretion has
adopted a policy, and, without refusing to hear an applicant, intimates to him
what its policy is, and that after hearing him it will in accordance with its
policy decide against him, unless there is something exceptional in his case. I
think counsel for the applicants would admit that, if the policy has been
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C

adopted for reasons which the tribunal may legitimately entertain, no objection
could be taken to such a course. On the other hand there are cases where a
tribunal has passed a rule, or come to a determination, not to hear any
application of a particular character by whomsoever made. There is a wide
distinction to be drawn between these two classes.".
In British Oxygen Co. Ltd. v. Board of Trade [1971] A.C. 610, Lord Reid saw
"nothing wrong with that" and added, at p. 625:

D

E

F

"What the authority must not do is to refuse to listen at all. But a ministry or
large authority may have had to deal already with a multitude of similar
applications and then they will almost certainly have evolved a policy so
precise that it could well be called a rule. There can be no objection to that,
provided the authority is always willing to listen to anyone with something
new to say – of course I do not mean to say that there need be an oral hearing."
The question, therefore, is simply: did the new policy constitute a refusal to
consider the cases of prisoners within the specified classes? The answer is
clearly "no." Consideration of a case is not excluded by a policy which
provides that exceptional circumstances or compelling reasons must be shown
because of the weight to be attached to the nature of the offence, the length of
the sentence and the factors of deterrence, retribution, public confidence, all of
which it was the duty of the Secretary of State to consider.”.

Advocate Haskins said the Board of Administration had failed to apply these principles and had
taken account of wider policy matters and had adhered slavishly to irrelevancies. She maintained
the Board had not taken into account the differences between the hotel and catering employment
markets in Guernsey and Alderney and, in particular, recruitment difficulties. She said the Board
had ignored the efforts Mr. Collins had made to recruit a restaurant manager from within the
United Kingdom. She said the Board’s letter of 6th September 2001 acknowledged the need to
consider,
“… such things as industry labour needs and skills requirements whilst balancing these
against the pressure, from around the world, to migrate to the United Kingdom and Islands
with the possible abuse of a work permit system to gain entry.”.
Advocate Haskins added that the letter of 22nd November 2001 from the States of Alderney
Policy and Finance Committee stated that the continued success of the Belle Vue Hotel was of
great importance to the Island and therefore as Miss Brooks’ rôle as restaurant manager was key
to the continued success of the hotel the two were inextricably linked because if the viability of
the hotel suffered because Miss Brooks was unable to continue her employment then the
economy of Alderney would also be adversely affected.
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Advocate Haskins said the Board’s references to pressures to migrate to the United Kingdom or
abuses of the work permit system were irrelevant. First there was no evidence to support a view
that persons were seeking to migrate to Alderney, indeed she suggested that the contrary was
more accurate. Second, the Board had shown no evidence that Miss Brooks was abusing the
work permit system. Third, she said the Board’s discretion to impose conditions to a work permit
would have minimized any such perceived risks.
Advocate Haskins maintained that the Board had, in its reconsideration of Mr. Collins’
application, done nothing more than consider its policy and as Miss Brooks did not fit the policy
guidelines it had refused the application. She said the Board had failed to take into account the
unique conditions which apply in Alderney and so had fettered its discretion. Therefore the
decisions of the Board were seriously flawed.
Advocate Haskins referred to a memorandum of 17th September 2001 from the Chief Officer,
Customs and Immigration Department to the Chief Executive, Board of Administration which
she said indicated that the Board was operating its policy unlawfully. She said the statement,
that,
“… The hotel may be open all year round but I do not think it was unreasonable, in its
original decision to allow Miss Brooks to remain until the end of summer, to assume that
the hotel would be busier in the summer and, therefore, have greater demands for staff
during this period.”
was unsupported by any evidence.
Advocate Haskins said the Board had the power to consider work permit applications from
Alderney on different criteria from those applied in Guernsey, that is by imposing conditions on a
work permit restricting a person’s employment to Alderney. She said that the Board’s
memorandum of 17th September 2001, namely,
“… The very nature of immigration legislation and policy discriminates in many ways on
the grounds of nationality and it cannot be anything other than such. The Bailiwick of
Guernsey, like any other country of the world, has the right to determine who will come
here and what they will be permitted to do whilst here. If the Board could not discriminate,
then it would find itself in the position of having to admit any nationality within its policy
that wanted to work here or, alternatively, admit no one. Neither option would be in the
overall interest of the Bailiwick. It is a fact that certain nationalities pose a greater
immigration risk than others. It is for this reason that the Board resolved, for example, not
to allow the employment of Chinese nationals within the horticulture industry. A further
example of this is in the imposition by Her Majesty’s Government of a visa requirement on
certain nationalities and not others.”,
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may be a breach of Article 14 of the European Convention on Human Rights and asked what
“immigration risk” was posed by an Australian and, in particular, this Australian.
Advocate Haskins accepted the legal framework by which it made immigration decisions, namely
the Immigration Act 1971 (as extended) but said neither the guidelines nor the Board’s Hotel and
Catering Industry Work Permit Policy were set in stone, rather they were for “guidance” and
“contained statements of general policy” and should not be regarded any more strongly. She
referred the Review Board to the case of Reg. V. Immigration A.T., Ex p. Alexander, namely,
1080

H

“They must be construed sensibly according to the natural means of the
language which is employed. The rules give guidance to the various officers
concerned and contain statements of general policy regarding the operation of
the relevant immigration legislation.”.

In addition the basis on which discretion must be applied is set out as follows,
11-004

“The underlying rationale of the rule against fettering discretion is to ensure
that two perfectly legitimate administrative values, those of legal certainty
and consistency, may be counteracted by another equally legitimate
administrative value, namely that of responsiveness.”.

Advocate Haskins maintained that in this case this had not been done.
Advocate Haskins said the Board held that there was a need for consistency in how it
administered immigration policy but suggested that this was contrary to natural justice to try and
apply immigration policy universally across the United Kingdom and the Crown Dependencies.
She said the differences between the Outer Hebrides and Central London with regard to
employment needs illustrated the absurdity of the position taken by the Board. Advocate Haskins
said it was an accepted principle that planning matters were administered differently between
urban and rural areas and she believed that a similar approach should be adopted in the
administration of immigration matters having regard for the employment needs of the local area.
She said the Guernsey and Alderney economies and employment markets were very different and
there was no evidence that, in rejecting Mr. Collins’ appeal, the Board had had regard to such
differences.
In closing, Advocate Haskins said the Board claimed to have taken account of all matters when
reconsidering Mr. Collins’ application in September 2001, however it did not indicate to Mr.
Collins where his supporting evidence was insufficient or flawed, although it had stated that the
evidence was insufficient to rebut the Board’s previous decision. She said the Board had not
provided the evidence to support its decision. Advocate Haskins said the Board had, therefore, in
her opinion breached Article 6 of the European Convention on Human Rights in that Mr. Collins
had not had a fair hearing as he should have been informed of the insufficiencies in his
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submission and given an opportunity to resubmit his case. Therefore the Board’s decision was
flawed.
Douzaine Representative Evans asked Advocate Haskins under which part or parts of Section 3
of the Administrative Decisions (Review) (Guernsey) Laws, 1986 to 1993 she was making her
application. Advocate Haskins said under Sections (3) (b), (c), (d) and (e).
Crown Advocate McMahon opened on behalf of the Board of Administration and said whilst the
review may appear to centre on employment matters this was not the case. The central issue, and
that on which the Board had had to consider Mr. Collins’ application for a work permit for Miss
Brooks, was one of immigration and the application of the Immigration Act 1971 (as extended) to
the Bailiwick of Guernsey. The application was considered against the legal backdrop for the
employment of overseas nationals.
The Act applies to the whole of the United Kingdom and was extended to all the Crown
Dependencies to provide harmonization on immigration matters for the whole of the United
Kingdom so decisions made in Guernsey do have an impact on the Outer Hebrides and vice
versa. Therefore when the Act (as extended) is applied to the Bailiwick the Board is constrained
by the requirements of the Act itself and therefore the decisions of the Board are in line with
those made in the United Kingdom and the other Crown Dependencies.
Crown Advocate McMahon said a person granted a work permit by the Board permitting them to
work in Alderney would have an automatic right to travel throughout the Common Travel Area
and the Board’s decision not to grant Mr. Collins’ application for a work permit for Miss Brooks
must be considered in this context.
He said Miss Brooks had entered the United Kingdom in July 1999 as a working holidaymaker
and there was a subtle but important difference between this group and a working person. He
quoted Section 95 of The Immigration (Guernsey) Rules 1999, namely,
“WORKING HOLIDAYMAKERS
Requirements for leave to enter as a working holidaymaker
95. The requirements to be met by a person seeking leave to enter the Bailiwick of
Guernsey as a working holidaymaker are that he:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

is a Commonwealth citizen; and
is aged 17-27 inclusive or was so aged when first given leave to enter in this
capacity; and
is unmarried or is married to a person who meets the requirements of this
paragraph and the parties to the marriage intend to take a working holiday
together; and
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(iv)
(v)

has the means to pay for his return or onward journey; and
is able and intends to maintain and accommodate himself without recourse to
public funds; and
(vi) is intending to take employment incidental to a holiday but not to engage in
business, provide services as a professional sportsman or entertainer or pursue
a career in the Bailiwick of Guernsey; and
(vii) does not have dependent children any of whom are 5 years of age or over or
who will reach 5 years of age before the applicant completes his working
holiday; or commitments which would require him to earn a regular income;
and
(viii) intends to leave the Bailiwick of Guernsey at the end of his working holiday;
and
(ix) if he has previously spent time in the Bailiwick of Guernsey as a working
holidaymaker, is not seeking leave to enter to a date beyond 2 years from the
date he was first given leave to enter in this capacity; and
(x)
holds a valid entry clearance for entry in this capacity.”.
Crown Advocate McMahon explained that this category of visa was a specific concession for
Commonwealth citizen who were single, aged between 17 and 27 years of age who were seeking
to spend an extended ‘holiday’ in the United Kingdom and the visa allowed them to work and so
support their travel plans. He said there was an anticipation that such a person would work for
approximately fifty percent of the time and travel the rest of the time. He emphasized that it was
not to allow such a visa holder to pursue a career in the United Kingdom.
He said this was the status under which Miss Brooks had entered the United Kingdom and had
started working at the Belle Vue Hotel in April 2000 but it was unclear at what stage she moved
from being a waitress to the post. The expectation of the Immigration and Nationality
Department was that Miss Brooks would leave in July 2001 when her working holidaymaker visa
expired. He said that it was only through her employment at the Belle Vue that Miss Brooks had
gained the relevant experience on which Mr. Collins based his application for an extended work
permit.
Crown Advocate McMahon referred to Section 128, namely,
WORK PERMIT EMPLOYMENT
Requirement for leave to enter the Bailiwick of Guernsey for work permit
employment
128. The requirements to be met by a person coming to the Bailiwick of Guernsey to
seek or take employment (unless he is otherwise eligible for admission for
employment under these Rules or is eligible for admission as a seaman under contract
to join a ship due to leave British waters) are that he:
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(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

holds a valid Board of Administration work permit; and
is not of an age which puts him outside the limits for employment; and
is capable of undertaking the employment specified in his work permit; and
does not intend to take employment except as specified in his work permit;
and
is able to maintain and accommodate himself and any dependants
adequately without recourse to public funds; and
intends to leave the Bailiwick of Guernsey at the end of his approved
employment unless he meets the requirements of paragraph 134.

He said this Section provided guidance on how an Immigration Officer at the point of entry or
considering an application to stay applies the Law and the Section was applied differently for
various categories of employment. He said the Board’s policy in respect of hotel and catering
staff was broadly in line with that applied elsewhere in the United Kingdom and it, as such, was
regularly revised. For example following the Home Office’s decision to reduce the period of
previous experience in a like post from 5 years to 3 years the Board had resolved to amend its
own guidelines. This decision reflected the need for the Board’s guidelines and policy to reflect
that of the United Kingdom as once somebody has entered the common travel area they are free
to move.
Crown Advocate McMahon said that any government operates within policy and guidelines
otherwise every decision would start with a blank sheet of paper. The policy was the start point
and not the end point as suggested by Advocate Haskins. Rather the law was the end point, as
judgment and discretion had been taken away.
Referring to Advocate Haskins’ view that the Board had applied the guidelines and policy
slavishly he suggested that if this had been the case the Board would not have granted an
exceptional extension to Miss Brooks’ visa for three months to allow her to stay at the Belle Vue
Hotel for the peak of the season. He suggested this three month extension did afford Mr. Collins
an opportunity to make alternative arrangements. He asked what endeavours Mr. Collins had
made to replace Miss Brooks during this period.
Turning to Mr. Collins’ application for an extension to Miss Brooks’ visa he said the first request
was received on 7th June 2001, just over three weeks before her visa was due to expire, stating
that Miss Brooks had,
“… commenced work with us [the Belle Vue Hotel] in March of last year 2000, and has
now decided to stay on for another year…”.
He said Mr. Collins’ letter of 11th June 2001 provided the factual basis for consideration as a
special case. The Board’s policy requires 3 years relevant experience and he suggested that the
15 months experience Miss Brooks had gained was well short of the required minimum and that
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the further an applicant was from the minimum the weaker was the case for special consideration.
In respect of Mr. Collins’ efforts to recruit a restaurant manager he wondered how widely the
‘net’ had been cast and in which, if any, of the specialist hotel and catering papers he had placed
advertisements. Crown Advocate McMahon said such omission of detail illustrated the slimness
of the factual background submitted by Mr. Collins. In rejecting Mr. Collins’ application the
Board was mindful that it was approaching a busy period for hotel establishments and tried to
assist Mr. Collins by granting a temporary three month extension.
Referring to the Board’s letter of 6th September 2001 Crown Advocate McMahon said it provided
greater detail regarding the decision and went further than a slavish adherence to policy as
suggested by Advocate Haskins. He said the members of the Board of Administration were
informed about Alderney and its economy and employment situation through the local media, it
was not an alien jurisdiction. The Board had direct evidence from its own experience of working
in the Island and had used this local knowledge, gained over many years, to inform its decisions.
Therefore the strength of the references to the Board’s policy reflected how far Miss Brooks’
relevant experience was from the Board’s policy not an adherence to the policy as had been
suggested.
Crown Advocate McMahon said the Board’s reconsideration of the application does not
demonstrate a fettering of the decision, the three month temporary permit demonstrated that. The
policy itself clearly shows a presumption to grant a work permit if the criteria are met, Miss
Brooks was well outside those criteria and therefore neither the law nor the policy had been
applied unjustly or improperly.
He said that immigration policy by its very nature is discriminatory, for example the common
travel area allows EU passport holders free movement across the EU, whilst to travel to some
countries, leave alone to work, additional visas are required. Therefore, if there has been any
discrimination in this case it is because of the Immigration Act, 1971 (as extended) and not the
actions of the Board. He added that Article 14 of the European Convention on Human Rights
was not a stand-alone article.
Referring to the decision of the Board Crown Advocate McMahon asked the Review Board
whether the Board members could be regarded as a reasonable body of persons, he submitted
they were; had they considered all the facts placed before them, he submitted they had; had they
exercised fair judgment against the evidence, he submitted they had; and their decisions were
unanimous. He added that natural justice did not require an oral hearing so long as the evidence
can properly be given by written submissions.
In summary, Crown Advocate McMahon said it should not be ‘astonishing’ that the Board’s
policy varies for different nationalities or types of employment. The Board’s policy closely
reflected that of the United Kingdom and the minimum periods of relevant experience were the
starting points not the end points. He said any EU national could seek employment in Alderney
without the requirement for a work permit under the provisions of the Immigration Act 1971 (as
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extended) and he was not aware of any evidence to suggest that Alderney was ‘unattractive’ to all
EU nationals.
Deputy Berry added that the EU countries offered a potential employment pool of some 360
million people.
Deputy Le Tissier asked the President of the Board of Administration how the decisions in
respect of Miss Brooks were reached.
Deputy Berry said if Miss Brooks’ application had fallen within the Board’s policy and/or
guideline it would have been approved at senior officer level without formal reference to the
Board. However, as it did not the matter was referred to the Board and a full report on the matter
was circulated to the Board members prior to their consideration of the case. The senior officer
for immigration matters had attended the Board meeting to answer any questions which Board
members may have had. Deputy Berry added that such procedures were adopted when
considering all such applications.
Advocate Haskins said Crown Advocates McMahon’s submissions had not rebutted her
arguments that the Board’s decision was flawed and the Board had adhered slavishly to the policy
and, in particular, the requirement for 3 years relevant experience. She submitted that in this case
the ability of Miss Brooks to learn the job had not been taken into account as Mr. Collins had
clearly shown that Miss Brooks was very capable as a restaurant manager and had very quickly
become a key employee. Advocate Haskins submitted that previous experience should only be a
guide, but in this case appeared to have been a principal deciding factor.
With reference to Crown Advocate McMahon’s concerns that if Guernsey applied an
immigration policy different from that applied in the United Kingdom it could become a
backdoor for illegal immigration Advocate Haskins maintained that by attaching conditions to the
work permit this could easily be prevented.
Advocate Haskins reiterated that at no stage had her client been advised that the evidence
submitted in support of the application was insufficient and asked what more could he say
beyond that Miss Brooks was a key employee.
After careful consideration of all the evidence placed before the Review Board it unanimously
decided that none of the decisions or actions of the Board of Administration which were the
subject of the complaint fell within any of the provisions of Section 7(3) of The Administrative
Decisions (Review) (Guernsey) Laws, 1986 to 1993.
The complaint was, therefore, dismissed.
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NO. 2
Mrs. X
against the
STATES EDUCATION COUNCIL

Constitution, Venue and Representation
The Review Board was constituted as follows:
Deputy R C Berry O.B.E. (Chairman)
Deputy M M Lowe
Douzenier R L Heaume
The parties were heard in public at Les Cotils Christian Centre on 12th April 2002.
Mrs. X was present and assisted by Douzenier P Ferguson.
The Education Council was represented by Deputy M A Ozanne, President, States Education Council

and Mr. D Neale, Director of Education
Substance of the Complaint
The substance of the complaint relates to decision of the Council not to provide Mrs. X with any
financial assistance for her son in respect his fees at Elizabeth College whilst he is under
compulsory school leaving age.
Chairman’s Opening Remarks
The Chairman outlined the procedure for the hearing and directed the media not to report any
facts which could identify the complaint’s son as he was a minor. The Director of Education
asked the Chairman to place a further restriction on the reporting of actual placings in the 11+
exams. This request was agreed and the media directed accordingly.
The Case
Douzenier Ferguson presented Mrs. X’s case and said her sole purpose in making the complaint
was to use her best endeavours to secure a stable school career for her son. He said Mrs. X was
now separated from her husband but he was aware of the proceedings and had indicated his
support.
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Douzenier Ferguson said Mrs. X’s case was fully stated in the papers which had been circulated
to the Review Board and he did not believe it was necessary to restate the case in full but would
be happy to answer any questions.
The President of the States Education Council explained the Council’s rules and procedures for
providing education in the Island and said its underlying was objective to strive to ensure that
each child was afforded the most appropriate educational support within its mandate. He said the
Council took the view that the child’s needs must come first.
The Director of Education provided the following detailed explanation of the Council’s actions
and responsibilities in this case. He said that by resolution of the States, the Council pays an
annual Block Grant to Elizabeth College. There is no other financial assistance provided to feepayers at Elizabeth College until after they reach the end of compulsory schooling when a small
means-tested grant is available, as at all the other States schools.
The College’s income consists of fee income from parents of fee-paying pupils and the Block
Grant. The Block Grant pays the Special Place holders’ fees and subsidizes the fees of fee-payers
by approximately £1,700 per pupil per annum.
A free place as a Special Place holder is decided on the Eleven Plus series of tests. The Guernsey
Eleven Plus process is exhaustive, rigorous, impartial, standardized and compatible with best
English practice.
25% of eligible pupils are allocated Special Places at either the Grammar School or one of the
Colleges. By a 1998 States resolution, 23 places per year at Elizabeth College are allocated to
pupils by the Council as part of this 25%. All 23 Special Place holders in Mrs. X’s son’s year are
still at the College.
The highest scoring 23 boys whose parents have asked for an Elizabeth College place will be
selected to attend the College. He said that Mrs. X’s son was placed significantly below the
lowest pupil in the Eleven Plus rank order who was offered a place at the Elizabeth College and
therefore did not qualify as a Special Place holder.
Primary Schools grade their pupils as Grammar, Borderline or Secondary before the Eleven Plus
tests to allow parents to have some idea of how likely it is that their child might reach Special
Place standard. This grading is based on the teachers’ assessment of their pupils’ work over the
years.
Mrs. X’s son was graded as being most suited to a Secondary School place. This was borne out
by his SAT results which were average. There was full knowledge of his dyslexia by the school
and he had received two years support from the Dyslexia Day Centre.
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Pupils who fall into the borderline zone, i.e. just above and just below the 25% percentile, have
their work looked at by a Borderline Panel consisting of a senior education officer, the head
teacher of the Grammar School and a head teacher of one of the four secondary schools. The boy
was placed significantly below the borderline zone.
Schools can ask for pupils outside the borderline zone to be considered by the panel if they
consider that the test results are seriously lower than the pupil’s term work would suggest. This
was not the case with Mrs. X’s son.
The Director of Education said that neither Mr. nor Mrs. X has appealed against their son’s
Eleven Plus result but that Mrs. X had appealed against her son’s placement. Mrs. X then
advised the Education Council that she was sending her child to school in England, but he
registered at his allocated secondary school. During the first term Mrs. X attempted to get her
son transferred to another secondary school, but she failed to follow up on the Council’s
willingness to discuss this option.
The Director of Education said he understood that the Elizabeth College refused to offer a place
to Mrs. X’s son at the age of 11.
In regards to Mrs. X’s son’s dyslexia he said that neither the Grammar School nor Elizabeth
College provide structured systematic support. The Grammar School is focused on meeting the
needs of the most able pupils who can work without needing learning support but the Secondary
Schools have trained Special Educational Needs teachers to work with children with learning
disabilities.
The Director of Education said that Mrs. X’s son’s headmaster was fully aware of Mrs. X’s
concerns and had indicated that her son had settled into the school and appeared appropriately
placed according to his abilities, effort, and attainment. Further the headmaster was prepared to
seek extra help for her son and had made arrangements for the educational psychologist to assess
him in preparation for his SAT’s tests.
The Director of Education said that the sequence of events related by Mrs. X missed two key
aspects:
a]

The Council was prepared to consider the requested move to the Grammar School
using the procedure established when such a request is made.

b]

This process was underway and notified to Mrs. X when she unilaterally decided to
seek a place at Elizabeth College.

The Director of Educations said the Council is under no obligation to meet a parent’s wishes on
the placement of his/her child if to do so is not “compatible with the provision of efficient
instruction and training and the avoidance of unreasonable expenditure by the States”.
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He said, in addition to these two issues, three further points needed to be taken into account,
namely,
a]

Funding a place at Elizabeth College would be incompatible with the provision of
efficient instruction and training insofar as Mrs. X’s son is not apparently
receiving help for his dyslexia there.

b]

It is incompatible with the avoidance of unreasonable expenditure by the States in
so far as he was considered correctly placed by the Eleven Plus procedure and by
his teachers at his allocated secondary school and possible placement at the
Grammar School would still be cheaper than paying the fees for Elizabeth
College.

c]

The Council has to assure itself that any placement is in accordance with these
principles. A parent’s unilateral decision to select a fee-paying school cannot
impose a retrospective duty on the Council to pay the fees. (This has already been
tested in previous Review Board hearings).

The Council is, therefore, under no obligation to support financially a fee-paying pupil whose
placement is solely through the decision of the parent without prior consultation with the
Education Council.
Mrs. X’s son was fairly assessed against other pupils on a standardized basis. To pay for his
placement at Elizabeth College would suggest to all parents fee-paying at the Colleges that
further assessments should be made of their children in order for them to receive help with their
fees. Furthermore, all pupils based above Mrs. X’s son in the Eleven Plus rank order could
legitimately ask for a reassessment and subsequently support for a fee-paying place.
Questions from Review Board members
The members of the Review Board asked both parties a number of questions to clarify the
sequence of events, procedures adopted by the Education Council and the following of
communications between Mrs. X and the Council’s staff. A number of the questions related to
Mrs. X’s actions in early August 2001 following receipt of the Education Council’s offer to
arrange a meeting to discuss her son’s education needs between Mr. and Mrs. X, the headmasters
from his allocated Secondary School and the Grammar School and representatives of the Council
itself.
Questions from Mrs. X to the Education Council and vice-a-versa
The Director of Education raised a number of points with Mrs. X regarding her decision making
process relating to her son’s change of school and the relationship between herself, Mr. X and the
headmaster and staff at her son’s allocated secondary school.
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Mrs. X asked a number of questions relating to the Council’s approaches to informing parents
about the 11+ process and the selection of pupils for special places.
Closing Remarks – States Education Council
Deputy Ozanne said the Council and its staff had sought to act in Mrs. X’s son’s best interests
and that to him it appeared that her son may not have been fully consulted over the decision to
move him to the Elizabeth College. He said it appeared her son was happy at his allocated
secondary school and had settled in well.
He concluded that the offers, which the Council had made to Mr. and Mrs. X, were the best that
were available within the States sector and reiterated that the Council had no provision to offer
any pupil a place at the Elizabeth College outside those places available within the 11+ system.
He said Mrs. X’s decision to move her son to the Elizabeth College had been made whilst
arrangements were being made for a meeting for all parties to discuss her son’s education needs.
The Director of Education emphasized that had Mrs. X asked at the outset about the likelihood of
assistance with fees for her son to attend the Elizabeth College the Council staff would have left
her in no doubt that there was no provision for any such financial support.
Closing Remarks – Douzenier P Ferguson on behalf of Mrs. X
Douzenier Ferguson said for any parent there would always be a sense of urgency in matters
involving children and their education and this is reflected in Mrs. X’s actions in August 2001 to
place her son at in a school which she believed would more appropriately meet his needs and
interests.
He expressed concern that Mrs. X’s recollection of the sequence of events and that presented by
the Education Council showed marked differences. He also commented on the apparent lack of
staff cover for key staff during the August period.
The Review Board’s Findings
After careful consideration of all the evidence placed before the Review Board it unanimously
decided that none of the decisions or actions of the Education Council which were the subject of
the complaint fell within any of the provisions of Section 7(3) of The Administrative Decisions
(Review) (Guernsey) Laws, 1986 to 1993.
The complaint was, therefore, dismissed.
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The States are asked to decide:XII.- Whether, after consideration of the Report dated the 30th May, 2003, of the Review Board
constituted under the Administrative Decisions (Review) (Guernsey) Law, 1986, they are of
opinion:To accept that Report.

De V. G. CAREY,
Bailiff and President of the States.

The Royal Court House,
Guernsey.
The 4th July, 2003.

IN THE STATES OF THE ISLAND OF GUERNSEY
ON THE 31ST DAY OF JULY, 2003
The States resolved as follows concerning
Billet d'Etat No. XVI dated 4th July, 2003
Meeting adjourned from 30th July, 2003
PROJET DE LOI
entitled
THE DOG LICENCES (GUERNSEY) (AMENDMENT) LAW, 2003
I.

To approve the Projet de Loi entitled "The Dog Licences (Guernsey) (Amendment)
Law, 2003", and to authorise the Bailiff to present a most humble Petition to Her
Majesty in Council praying for Her Royal Sanction thereto.
PROJET DE LOI
entitled
THE SOCIAL INSURANCE (GUERNSEY) (AMENDMENT) LAW, 2003

II.

To approve the Projet de Loi entitled "The Social Insurance (Guernsey) (Amendment)
Law, 2003" and to authorise the Bailiff to present a most humble Petition to Her
Majesty in Council praying for Her Royal Sanction thereto.
PROJET DE LOI
entitled
THE REGULATION OF INVESTIGATORY POWERS
(BAILIWICK OF GUERNSEY) LAW, 2003

III.

To grant leave to the President of the States Advisory and Finance Committee to
withdraw this Article.
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PROJET DE LOI
entitled
THE INCOME TAX (GUERNSEY) (AMENDMENT) LAW, 2003
IV.

(1) To approve the Projet de Loi entitled "The Income Tax (Guernsey) (Amendment)
Law, 2003", and to authorise the Bailiff to present a most humble Petition to Her
Majesty in Council praying for Her Royal Sanction thereto;
(2) considering it expedient in the public interest so to do, to declare pursuant to
section 1 of the Taxes and Duties (Provisional Effect) (Guernsey) Law, 1992, that the
said Projet de Loi shall take effect on and after the 1st January, 2004 as if it were a
Law sanctioned by Her Majesty in Council and registered on the records of the Island
of Guernsey.
PROJET DE LOI
entitled
THE DWELLINGS PROFITS TAX (GUERNSEY) (AMENDMENT) LAW, 2003

V.

To approve the Projet de Loi entitled "The Dwellings Profits Tax (Guernsey)
(Amendment) Law, 2003", and to authorise the Bailiff to present a most humble
Petition to Her Majesty in Council praying for Her Royal Sanction thereto.
THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES (BAILIWICK OF GUERNSEY)
(AMENDMENT) ORDINANCE, 2003

VI.

To approve the draft Ordinance entitled "The European Communities (Bailiwick of
Guernsey) (Amendment) Ordinance, 2003" and to direct that the same shall have
effect as an Ordinance of the States.
STATES ADVISORY AND FINANCE COMMITTEE

REVIEW OF THE PAROLE REVIEW COMMITTEE (GUERNSEY) LAW, 1989 AND
THE PAROLE REVIEW COMMITTEE ORDINANCE, 1991 AS AMENDED
VII.

After consideration of the Report dated the 9th June, 2003, of the States Advisory and
Finance Committee:1.

That the Parole Review Committee Ordinance, 1991, as amended, shall be
further amended as follows:(a) to allow a copy of the parole dossier to be made available to the prisoner,
prior to the prisoner making his own submissions to the Parole Review
Committee;
(b) to permit the Parole Review Committee to give reasons for its decisions in
all cases.
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(c) to allow for an automatic review of an application for parole after 12
months or 6 months prior to the earliest release date, whichever is the
sooner, and to permit early or special reviews in exceptional
circumstances;
(d) to foreshorten the period for ratification or otherwise of recall orders made
by Her Majesty's Procureur from seven days to 96 hours;
(e) to allow a prisoner when applying for parole to receive legal advice and
assistance in preparing his submission to the Parole Review Committee;
(f) to allow a prisoner who has had his parole licence revoked and is recalled
to prison to receive legal advice and assistance in preparing and presenting
his appeal to the Parole Review Committee;
(g) to introduce a system for advertising for persons to serve on the Parole
Review Committee;
(h) to set a retirement age of seventy years for the Chairman and members of
the Parole Review Committee, unless otherwise extended, and in any case
they shall retire on reaching their seventy fifth birthday;
(i) to set a maximum term of office for members of 12 years, except where a
person is appointed as Chairman from amongst the ordinary members, in
which case his appointment shall be limited to 16 years.
2.

To direct the preparation of such legislation as may be necessary to give effect
to their above decision.
STATES ADVISORY AND FINANCE COMMITTEE

PROGRESS REPORT IN THE DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION OF A
STATES EGOVERNMENT STRATEGY
VIII.

After consideration of the Report dated 19th June, 2003, of the States Advisory and
Finance Committee:To agree the proposals set out in the eGovernment Steering Group Report,
(i) subject to the modification that the assessment mechanism proposed at paragraph
6.10.1. of that Report shall aim to ensure that proposals presented to the States
are as eGovernment friendly as reasonably practicable, always bearing in mind
that the proposals' fitness for their purpose must take precedence over such
considerations; and
(ii) subject to the clarification that the option will be maintained for citizens to
communicate and carry out transactions with the States by non-electronic means
and without having to quote their "unique identifiers" proposed in paragraph
6.10.4 of that Report.
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IN THE STATES OF THE ISLAND OF GUERNSEY
ON THE 1ST DAY OF AUGUST, 2003
The States resolved as follows concerning
Billet d'Etat No. XVI dated 4th July, 2003
Meeting adjourned from 31st July, 2003

STATES BOARD OF INDUSTRY
SUNDAY TRADING
IX.

After consideration of the Report dated the 16th June, 2003, of the States Board of
Industry:1.

TO NEGATIVE THE PROPOSITION to deregulate Sunday trading by
repealing the current Sunday trading legislation.

2.

that the Sunday Trading Ordinance 2002 should be amended in the manner
described in Part 1 (i) of the Report;

3.

TO NEGATIVE THE PROPOSITION that the Sunday Trading Ordinance 2002
should be amended in the manner described in Part 1 (ii) of the Report;

4.

that the Sunday Trading Ordinance 2002 should be amended in the manner
described in Part 1 (iii) of the Report;

5.

that the Sunday Trading Ordinance 2002 should be amended in the manner
described in Part 1 (iv) of the Report;

6.

To direct the preparation of such legislation as may be necessary to give effect
to their above decisions.

STATES TRAFFIC COMMITTEE
INTEGRATED ROAD TRANSPORT STRATEGY – PAY PARKING
X.

After consideration of the Report dated the 13th June, 2003, of the States Traffic
Committee:TO NEGATIVE THE PROPOSITION that the maximum charge for long-stay
parking shall be 40p per hour.
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STATES WATER BOARD
REVISION TO WATER CHARGES
XI.

After consideration of the Report dated the 13th June, 2003, of the States Water
Board:1.

To approve with effect from the 1st January, 2004, annual increases for each of
the three years 2004, 2005 and 2006 in line with the annual increase in RPI as at
the previous September plus 10% of the 2003 charge.

2.

To direct the States Water Board to report back to the States in 2006 on the
proposed charges for 2007 and beyond.

3.

To direct the preparation of such legislation as may be necessary to give effect
to their above decisions.

ADMINISTRATIVE DECISIONS (REVIEW) (GUERNSEY) LAW, 1986
REPORT OF THE REVIEW BOARD FOR 2002
XII.

After consideration of the Report dated 30th May, 2003, of the Review Board
constituted under the Administrative Decisions (Review) (Guernsey) Law, 1986:To accept that Report.

D. R. DOREY
HER MAJESTY'S DEPUTY GREFFIER
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